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PHYSICAL REVIEW D VOLUME 51, NUMBER 9 1 MAY 1995

Determination of fundamental supersymmetry parameters
from chargino production at CERN LEP II

Jonathan L. Feng
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 9/809

Matthew J. Strassler
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08888

(Received 24 August 1994)

If accessible at CERN LEP II, chargino production is likely to be one of the few available super-
symmetric signals for many years. We consider the prospects for the determination of fundamental
supersymmetry parameters in such a scenario. The study is complicated by the dependence of
observables on a large number of these parameters. We propose a straightforward procedure for
disentangling these dependences and demonstrate its e8'ectiveness by presenting a number of case
studies at representative points in parameter space. Working in the context of the minimal super-
symmetric standard model, we 6nd that chargino production by itself is a fairly sensitive probe
of the supersymmetry-breaking sector. For significant regions of parameter space, it is possible to
test the gaugino mass unification hypothesis and to measure the gaugino contents of the charginos
and neutralinos, thereby testing the predictions of grand unification and the viability of the lightest
supersymmetric particle as a dark matter candidate. For much of the parameter space, it is also
possible to set limits on the mass of the electron sneutrino, which provide a valuable guide for future
particle searches.

PACS uumber(s): 14.80.Ly, 11.30.Pb, 12.60.Jv

I. INTRODUCTION

The gauge hierarchy problem has motivated many ap-
proaches to extending the standard model, and among
them, supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most promis-
ing [1]. If SUSY is to provide a solution to this problem,
it must be broken at energies of order 1 TeV, and so the
masses of supersymmetric particles must lie at or below
this energy. Because such energies are within reach of ex-
isting accelerators or those that are scheduled to operate
in the near future, SUSY phenomenology has attracted
much attention in recent years.

In many of the supersymmetric models that have been
explored, charginos are the lightest observable supersym-
metric particles, and for this reason, chargino searches
have been particularly well studied [2—10]. The current
lower bound on the mass of the lighter chargino is 45 GeV
[ll, 12]. Chargino discovery studies have shown that,
with the characteristics currently expected to be reached
at the CERN e+e collider LEP II, ~a = 175—190 GeV
and a luminosity of 200—500 pb /year/experiment [13],
the discovery reach will extend nearly to the kinematic
limit, significantly extending the accessible region of pa-
rameter space. It is also worth noting that there are at
present tentative but tantalizing hints of the possible ex-
istence of light charginos f'rom the measurement of AI.R
at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) [14, 15] and measure-
ments of I'(Z -+ bb) at LEP and SLC [16—19].

If charginos are discovered at LEP II, they will provide
one of the first direct signals of supersymmetry and may
well prove to be the most promising candidates for preci-
sion supersymmetry studies for many years. Although

neutralino production is likely to accompany chargino
production, it often sufI'ers from a significantly smaller
cross section [20] and may be more difficult to separate
from backgrounds [6, 7]. It is therefore natural to ask
what information about the parameters of supersymme-
try can be obtained from the chargino signal alone.

In the case of linear e+e colliders with ~s
500 GeV, the question of precision measurements of spar-
ticle masses and underlying SUSY parameters has been
addressed in a number of studies [21—28]. These stud-
ies have shown that if a number of sparticles are light
enough to be produced, their masses can be determined
to high accuracy, and the sparticle spectrum can pro-
vide stringent tests of standard theoretical assumptions.
If light charginos exist, thousands of them will be pro-
duced at LEP II, and precision measurements might also
be possible there. However, in addition to the difFiculties
present in all studies of SUSY signals, such as unobserv-
able particles in the final state and a wealth of unknown
parameters, chargino production at LEP II sufFers from
other difFiculties not present in the 500 GeV collider stud-
ies. In particular, the background from R pair produc-
tion will have a stronger overlap with the chargino signal,
and beam polarization, an important diagnostic in linear
collider experiments, will not be available. The aim of
this paper is to determine to what extent these diKcul-
ties can be overcome, and to explore the prospects for
the determination of fundamental SUSY parameters in
difI'erent regions of parameter space.

A previous study [29] addressed this question with the
assumptions that charginos are lighter than T4 bosons,
that the vacuum expectations values of the two Higgs
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fields are roughly equal, and, for most of the analysis,
that sneutrinos are either very heavy or very light. We
will relax these assumptions so that we may determine
to what extent they may be tested. Our study will be
conducted in the context of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) without gaugino mass unifica-
tion. We will find that for some regions of parameter
space, it is possible to test gaugino mass unification, a
general prediction of supersymmetric grand unified the-
ories, and also to place strong bounds on the mass of the
electron sneutrino, which would provide a valuable guide
for designing future sparticle searches. In addition, we
will see that it is often possible to measure the gaugino
contents of the charginos and neutralinos, which have im-
plications for the viability of the lightest neutralino as a
dark matter candidate [30].

Formally, every observable defines a hypersurface in
the space of SUSY parameters, and determining the pa-
rameters simply consists of finding the intersections of
these hyperplanes. Practically, there are many possible
observables with varying degrees of dependence on the
fundamental parameters and different experimental un-
certainties, and reducing the allowed volume to a small
region is at first sight far from straightforward. The most
effective way to extract the underlying parameters from
the data is to perform a binned maximum likelihood fit,
and ultimately, this is what should be done. However,
such a procedure does not provide much physical under-
standing of the results, nor does it provide a useful way to
visualize how the underlying parameters are constrained
by specific measurements. In this study, we will discuss
observables one by one in a way that gives a straight-
forward strategy for disentangling their complicated de-
pendences. In the process we will show which parame-
ters can be tightly constrained by chargino production
and which cannot. We hope that this study will provide
some general understanding of the results one may hope
to achieve. Of course, if light charginos are found, this
picture will be considerably sharpened by strategies tai-
lored to the particular point in parameter space that is
realized in nature.

In Sec. II we briefly review the MSSM. We state our

assumptions about the MSSM and discuss the theoreti-
cal prejudices that we hope to test through our approach.
We then describe the region of parameter space in which
charginos can be produced at LEP II and present the
SUSY parameter space that we hope to constrain. In
Sec. III we describe the salient aspects of chargino events
and discuss the observables that will be most central to
our analysis. Section IV contains a description of the
event simulation and the cuts used in the case stud-
ies. The case studies themselves are presented in Sec. V,
where we describe the strategy that we will follow in sys-
tematically constraining the SUSY parameters and then
apply it to a number of representative points in parame-
ter space. We conclude with some final comments and a
summary of our results in Sec. VI.

II. SUSY PARAMETER SPACE AND
CHARGING PRODUCTION

A. The minimal supersymmetric standard model

(Hi J
H+

&H2 )

where H» and H2 give masses to the isospin —— and

+2 fields, respectively. These two superfields are cou-

pled in the superpotential through the term —pe,~H»H2,
where p, is the supersymmetric Higgs boson mass param-
eter. The ratio of the two Higgs scalar vacuum expec-
tation values is defined to be tanP = (Hz)/(Hi). Soft
supersymmetry-breaking terms [32] for scalars and gaug-
inos are included in the MSSM with

Our analysis will be performed in the context of the
MSSM [1, 31], the simplest extension of the standard
model that includes supersymmetry. In this section,
we explain which assumptions about the MSSM we will
make, and we introduce the SUSY parameters that we
hope to constrain.

The MSSM includes the usual matter superfields and
two Higgs doublet superfields

3 8

V.,« = ) m, ~y;~' y — M, HH y) MsHssHes y ) Msg g +H.e.
)

+ A«eems
j=» Ic=»

where i runs over all scalar multiplets. The "A terms" are cubic scalar terms that couple the Higgs scalars to squarks
and to sleptons with coeKcients A„, , Ag, , and A, , where i is the generation number. Studies of the MSSM often
assume a number of relations among the mass parameters m, and M,", the relatively weak assumptions made in this
study will be detailed shortly.

The charginos and neutralinos of the MSSM are the mass eigenstates that result &om the mixing of the electroweak
gauginos B and TV~ with the Higgsinos. The charged mass terms that appear are

(g ) Mx+g+ + H.c.,

where (g+)T = ( iW+, H+)—and

(3)

t' Ms g2Msssi«P)
(~2Misv cos P p

(4)
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The chargino mass eigenstates are y,+ = V;~@+ and y, = U,~g, where the unitary matrices U and V are chosen

to diagonalize Mx+. Neutral mass terms may be written as

2
—(@ ) M- @ +Hc. ,

where (go) + = (—iR, —iWs, IIi, H2 ) and

( Mi 0
0 M2

—Mz cos P sin 0~ Mz cos P cos 0~
Mz sin P sin 0~ —Mz sin P cos Oiv

—Mz cos P sin8iv Mz sin P sin 0~
Mz cos P cos equi

—Mz sin P cos 0~
0 —p
P o )

The neutralino mass eigenstates are y,. = N;~Q, where-0 0

N diagonalizes M~o. In order of increasing mass the four
neutralinos are labeled yz, y» y3) and y4, and the two
charginos, similarly ordered, are yz and y2. Prom the
mass matrices in Eqs. (4) and (6), it can be seen that in
the limits tan p + 0 and tan p -+ oo there is an exact
symmetry p ++ —p.

In the form outlined above, the MSSM contains many
unknown parameters, and typically a number of simplify-
ing assumptions are made. These assumptions are usu-
ally based on grand unified theories or minimal super-
gravity. As we hope to test such theories, we choose
less restrictive and more phenomenological assumptions,
which we list below. Having stated our assumptions, we
will then explain our reasons for choosing them and ex-
plore their implications.

B. Our basic assumptions

In this study, we will make the following assumptions.
(a) B parity is conserved.
(b) The lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the

lightest neutralino, y&.
(c) Sleptons and squarks have masses beyond the kine-

matic limit of LEP II.
(d) The gluino is heavier than the lighter chargino.
(e) The intergenerational mixing in the squark, slep-

ton, and quark sectors is small and may be neglected in
our analysis.

(f) The four left handed squar-ks of the first two gen-
erations are nearly degenerate at low energy with mass
m~, as are all six left handed -sleptons with mass m&-.

m mQ m+L mgL mgI
L +L &pL PL & L 7L

(7)

As will be discussed at length below, chargino production
and decay are highly insensitive to the masses of all other
scalars, and we may therefore set all squark masses to m~
and all slepton masses to m& without loss of generality.

(g) The gaugino masses M, and the parameters p, and
tan P may be taken to be real, so that CP violation plays
no role in chargino events.

(h) The one-loop corrections to particle masses,
chargino production, and chargino decay do not intro-

duce any large new dependences on fundamental SUSY
parameters.

(i) The parameters Mi and M2 are independent, i.e. ,
we do not assume gaugino mass unification, as we are
hoping to test this prediction of grand united theories.

With the assumptions listed, our analysis is applica-
ble to the bulk of parameter space available for study at
LEP II. However, there are a number of small regions in
the allowed parameter space where the physics is quali-
tatively difFerent from the norm, and these will require
special treatment. Since our principal aim is to explore
the most general properties of chargino production, we
will not study these exceptional regions, though their ex-
istence will be noted in the remarks below. In Sec. III G
we will briefly discuss ways in which the unusual physics
present in these cases might be detected.

Assumption (a) is commonly made in supersymmetry
studies, as it prevents protons from decaying too quickly.
Given B-parity conservation, the LSP is stable and must
be among the decay products of any sparticle. The LSP
must be uncolored and uncharged, and in many models
it is the lightest neutralino yz, as we have assumed in
(b).

Because the LSP is very weakly interacting and un-
observable in detectors, the erst potentially observable
SUSY signal must include the production of other light
sparticles. As we would like to study the question of
how much information can be obtained from the chargino
signal alone, we will limit ourselves to models in which
the sleptons and squarks have masses beyond the kine-
matic limit of LEP "II, as given in (c). This assumption,
along with the small cross sections for gluino produc-
tion at e+e colliders, implies that any reasonably large
SUSY signal at LEP II must involve either the lighter
chargino yz or the second lightest neutralino y2. Al-
though it would simplify our analysis, we cannot assume
that the second lightest neutralino is heavier than the
lighter chargino, since, as can be seen from Eqs. (4)
and (6), m-0 is not independent of m + and m 0. In-
fact, in the region of parameter space in which chargino
production is accessible to LEP II, y& and y2 are very
roughly degenerate, with the mass difFerence typicaHy in
the range —10 GeU & m-0 —m-+ & 20 GeV. When

X$
m -0 & m - ~, it is possible for the lighter chargino to

X2 Xg
decay through a cascade decay, in which it decays to a
y&, which in turn decays to an LSP. If the mass split-
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ting m-~ —m, -o is small, or direct decays to the LSP
X$ X1

are suppressed by small couplings, the branching frac-
tion for chargino cascade decays may be non-negligible.
However, as the coincidence of these conditions occurs
only in a small fraction of parameter space, we will not
consider these decays further.

Under our assumptions, for almost all values of pa-
rameters, charginos decay to three-body Anal states con-
sisting of an LSP and either two quarks or two leptons.
Within the accessible range of chargino masses at LEP II
with ~s = 190GeV, two-body decays to real W bosons
are allowed only for very high m-~ and light LSP's with

X$
m-0 & 15 GeV. Even without the gaugino mass unifica-

X1
tion assumption, such low yz masses are experimentally
allowed only for tan P + 2 [12]. We will therefore not con-
sider cases with such extreme mass splittings. Along with
assumptions (a)—(d), this implies that the W bosons,
squarks, and sleptons in chargino decays must be virtual
particles. The tree-level relation m~+ & M~ implies the
same for charged Higgs bosons. If the tree-level H+ mass
were very low and its one-loop corrections were large and
negative, the two-body decay yz —+ H+y& could occur,
but we will assume that this is not the case.

We may now display the production and decay dia-
grams of charginos. Chargino production from e+e col-
lisions is given by the three processes in Fig. 1 and in-
cludes s-channel p and Z diagrams and t-channel v, ex-
change. Charginos decay to the LSP either hadronically
through virtual W, squark, or H+ diagrams,

decay hadronically through six channels and leptonically
through five (since there is no right-handed sneutrino).

Charginos are too short-lived to be directly observed,
so we must infer everything from their decay products.
It will be convenient to refer to the different types of
chargino events by their decay modes. However, since
a v lepton produced in the leptonic decay of a chargino
may itself decay either hadronically or leptonically, we
must distinguish between the particles that are directly
produced at the chargino decay vertices and those that
are actually observed in the detector. To be precise, we
establish the following terminology. If both charginos de-
cay through the hadronic diagrams of Fig. 2, we will call
the event a "hadronic mode" event. Events where both
charginos decay through the leptonic diagrams of Fig. 2
will be called "leptonic mode" events, and those where
one chargino decays through a leptonic diagram and one
through a hadronic diagram will be called "mixed mode"
events. On the other hand, if we wish to group chargino
events by their observed final state, we will explicitly re-
fer to the Anal-state partons, using the notation 2l, 2j+l,
and 4j for two lepton, dijet plus lepton, and four jet final
states, respectively. In our notation, we will denote the
6nal state of a hadronically decaying w lepton as jj. For
example, 2j + l events will include leptonic mode events
in which one chargino decays to a r that decays hadron-
ically and the other chargino decays to a 7 that decays
leptonic ally.

y+ -+ (y', W+*, d*u, du*, g', II+*) -+ goidu,

where u (d) represents an up- (down-)type quark, or lep-
tonically through virtual TV, slepton, or H+ diagrams,

y+ m (yiW+, 1*v, lv*, yiII+ ) m yilv. (9)

These decays are shown in Fig. 2. As each chiral
fermion has its own complex scalar partner, charginos

dL, R (kL R) 0
1

u (v)

UL R (&L)

U (v)

jo

FIG. 1. The three chargino production diagrams for e+e
collisions.

FIG 2 The three-body chargino decay diagrams There
exist separate scalar partners for each chirality of fermion,
and so there are a total of six hadronic and five leptonic decay
diagrams.
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We will also need to identify the subset of 2j+ l events
that are mixed mode events, that is, the 2j + l events in
which the hadrons do not come from a v. These events
will be called "Y mode" events, the "Y" representing the
topology of the lepton track and the two jets. Hadron-
ically decaying ~ leptons produce a collimated hadronic
system of low invariant mass and, often, just a single
charged prong. In contrast, we will see that few dijet
systems &om chargino decays have a low invariant mass,
and so it is usually possible to separate Y events from the
2j+l events resulting &om hadronic T decays. As will be
discussed below, lepton universality [which follows from
assumptions (e) and (f)] implies that a measurement of
the number of Y mode events can be directly converted
to a measurement of the number of mixed mode events.

Before evaluating the importance of the various
chargino decay diagrams, we digress slightly to consider
the possibility of studying other SUSY signals. We have
assumed that sleptons and squarks are beyond the kine-
matic limit of LEP II. If sleptons and squarks are within
reach, they clearly will also give valuable information and
will improve the results we obtain here. (Of course, if
sleptons or squarks are not only within reach of LEP II,
but are also less massive than the lighter chargino, the
chargino will decay to two-body states containing these
particles, and a modified analysis will be necessary. ) It
is more important to consider neutralino production. As
noted above, yz and yz are very roughly degenerate, and
therefore, if it is possible to produce yz yz chargino pairs,
it is likely that y& pairs can be produced, and, in almost
all cases, production of y~yz is kinematically allowed.
I.f Mz ~p,

~

M~, ys or even g4 production may be
possible at LEP II. In principle, neutralino pair produc-
tion should also provide valuable information. However,
neutralino production cross sections are typically signif-

icantly smaller than those for charginos and may dier
by as much as an order of magnitude or more in some
regions of parameter space [6, 7, 20]. Furthermore, stud-
ies of yips production at ~s = 190 GeV have concluded
that the signal sufFers &om a large background &om R'TV
production in both hadronic and leptonic modes [6, 7].
For these reasons we will not consider neutralino events
further, other than to discuss their impact on our ability
to isolate the chargino signal. Insofar as additional in-
formation about SUSY parameters can be obtained from
slepton, squark, and neutralino signals at I EP II, the
results of our study may be considered conservative.

From Figs. 1 and 2, it is clear that the chargino pro-
duction and decay processes have a complex dependence
on the various scalar masses, with the sneutrino mass
m- entering the production process, and all slepton and
squark masses entering the decay. In many versions of the
MSSM, the slepton and squark masses are assumed to be
united at a high energy scale. When they are run down
to low energies, typically the squarks acquire a greater
mass than the sleptons through their @CD interactions.
In principle, one would like to test this assumption. Un-
fortunately, without some simplifications, the large num-
ber of independent squark and slepton masses quickly
comphcates the analysis. We will make some simple as-
sumptions to bring this dependence under control.

It is first important to note that with the assumption
of negligible intergenerational mixings [assumption (e)],
chargino events at LEP II are highly insensitive to cer-
tain scalar masses, namely, those of the third generation
squarks, the right-handed. squarks and sleptons, and the
charged Higgs boson. To see this, we must discuss the
scalar mass spectrum in greater detail. Sfermion masses
are given by the matrices

(m +m„+ M&(-~ —
s sin eiv) cos 2p m„(A„—@cotp)

m„(A„—p cot P) m~ + m„+ M~~(s sin giv) cos 2p)
(l.o)

fm +mz —M-&( z
—

s sin Oiv) cos 2P
mg(Ag —y, tan P)

lmp(Ag —p tanP)
m - + mq —Mg( s sin Oiv) cos 2p)

('m- + m —M&(& —sill g~) cos2p m (A —ptanp)
m, (A, —ptanP) m~- + m~ —Mg(sin giv ) cos 2p) (l.2)

M„- = m& + —M& cos 2p,2 2 1 2

where the two-by-two matrices are in the basis (fl„fR).
The masses m, m&, mD, mL, and m& are the soft
SUSY-breaking scalar masses of Eq. (2), and the A; are
the coe%cients of the SUSY-breaking cubic scalar terms.
The mass matrices of the other two generations are iden-
tical in form. In the top and bottom squark sectors, the
oK-diagonal terms of the mass matrices can be large, lead-
ing to large left-right mass splittings and light top and
bottom squarks. However, because the charginos we are

studying are lighter than the top quark, and because we
have assumed that intergenerational mixings are negligi-
ble, decays of charginos through third generation squarks
are heavily suppressed. Thus, peculiarities of the third
generation are irrelevant for our analysis. For all other
squarks and sleptons, left-right mixings are usually neg-
ligible and the masses of the sparticles are given by the
diagonal elements of the matrices. An exception occurs
when m (A —ptanP) m~, and similarly for muons
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M2 3 Mi Mg
g2 5 g2 g2 ' (14)

or approximately M& —2M2 and M3 = 3 M2 at Mz-
We may ignore the gluino mass M3, since, given assump-

and strange quarks, which is possible in certain corners
of SUSY parameter space (see Sec. IID). However, we
will ignore left-right mixing in this study and merely note
in Sec. III G that it would have observable consequences.

Let us now consider the right-handed scalars of the
three slepton and first two squark generations. Right-
handed scalars couple only to the Higgsino component
of the chargino. As these couplings are the supersym-
metric analogues of Higgs couplings, they are suppressed
by either m„/(Mgr sinP) or mg/(Mgr cos P), where m„
and mg are the masses of the corresponding standard
model fermion. Such couplings are important only for
extreme values of tan P, and so for almost all of parame-
ter space, chargino events are insensitive to the masses of
right-handed scalars. The H+ amplitude is suppressed
by similar couplings, and may also be ignored.

Thus, only the scalar masses listed in Eq. (7) are rel-
evant. Left-handed scalars couple to charginos through
their gaugino components, and these couplings are not
suppressed. However, in any given generation, the left-
handed squarks (sleptons) belong to the same SU(2) dou-
blet, and so have the same soft SUSY-breaking mass term
m@ (m&). Their masses are therefore split only by the
last terms of the diagonal entries of the scalar mass ma-
trices, the D terms, which induce a mass splitting that is
typically of order 20 GeV or less for the masses we will
consider. Such splittings are not important for this study,
and so, within each generation, the left-handed squarks
and sleptons may be taken to be roughly degenerate. Fur-
thermore, there are bounds on slepton and squark non-
degeneracy between diferent generations from p ~ ep
and flavor changing neutral current constraints [33]. Mo-
tivated by these considerations, we adopt assumption (f).
Because the scalar masses that are not constrained in as-
sumption (f) are irrelevant for chargino events at LEP
II, we may set them to any reasonable values. For con-
venience only, we will assume throughout our study that
all sleptons have the same mass m&

——m-, and similarly
that all squarks have mass m~; it should be remembered,
however, that our results depend only on the weaker as-
sumption (f).

Throughout this study, we will assume that one-loop
corrections do not greatly afFect our analysis [assump-
tion (h)]. Studies have shown that one-loop efFects on
chargino and neutralino masses are generically only a few
percent [34, 35], and so we do not expect this assump-
tion to be very restrictive. Even if one-loop corrections
are substantial, as long as they do not introduce quali-
tatively new dependences on SUSY parameters into the
observables we use, the analysis presented in this study
will still be applicable without large modifications.

Often gauge coupling constants and gaugino masses are
assumed to unify at some high scale. This assumption
implies that even at lower energy scales we have (to the
accuracy of one-loop renormalization group equations)
[36]

tion (d), gluinos enter chargino production and decay
only through loop diagrams, which are likely to be small.
As noted previously, since one of our main goals is to test
the unification of Mq and M2, we will avoid assuming a
universal gaugino mass and will take these parameters
to be independent [assumption (i)]. It is possible with-
out loss of generality to set M2 & 0, and we will follow
this convention. Without the gaugino mass unification
assumption, however, Mi may be either positive or neg-
ative.

C. Regions of parameter space

300

200—
6)

0 l I

-300 -200 -100
I I I

0 100 200 300

p, (Gev)

FIG. 3. Contours of constant m y (in GeV) for tan P = 4.
Xl

The cross-hatched region is excluded by the experimental
bounds m ~ ) 45 GeV and m -0 ) 20 GeV. In the hatched

Xl Xl
regions, I, + ) 95 GeV, so charginos are kinematically inac-

+1
cessible.

Given the discussion above, the SUSY parameter
space of the MSSM that is relevant to our study of
chargino production is given by the six parameters
(p, M2, tan P, Mq, m&-, mz). We can now examine the re-
gions of parameter space for which chargino production
is kinematically allowed at LEP II with v s = 190 GeV.
The chargino mass m-~ is completely determined by the+1
three parameters p, M2, and tang. In Fig. 3, contours
of constant m + in the (p, M2) plane are plotted forXl
fixed tan P = 4; the contours are similar for other values
of tanP. The cross hatche-d regions along the M2 ——0
and p = 0 axes are experimentally excluded by lower
limits on sparticle masses [11, 12), and the hatched re-
gion is the inaccessible region where m -+ & 95 GeV.Xj
In Fig. 4 we plot constant m-0 contours for tanP = 4
and, since m-0 depends on Mi, three diO'erent values ofX1
Mq/M2. (For these plots, the experimentally excluded
regions are determined only by the limits m-o ) 20 GeV
and m + ) 45 GeV [11, 12]. Without the assumption
of gaugino mass unification, the bound on m-0 is validXl
for tan P ) 3, but weakens and ultimately disappears for
lower values of tang [12]. However, the neutralino mass
bound typically extends the excluded region only slightly,
and, in any case, the exact shape of the experimentally
excluded region will be unimportant for this study. )

It is convenient to further divide the (p, , M2) plane into
regions based on the gaugino contents of the light gaug-
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inos. To quantify this, we define the gaugino contents of
the lighter chargino and LSP to be [30]

p-. =]Nii] + JNi2f' .

(We have arbitrarily chosen to define p ~ in terms of ViiX1
instead of Uii. These dier little throughout parameter
space, and for the purposes of de6ning p-~, the discrep-

X1
ancy is not important. ) The variables p + and p-o lie in

X1 X1

the range 0 & p +, p-0 & I; p + (pxo) is 0 when gi gi)
is pure Higgsino and is 1 when yi (gi) is pure gaugino.
Although they may dier substantially in certain regions
of parameter space, p-+ and p-0 are correlated: when

X1 X1

M2, ~Mi~ && ~p~, both yi and yi are essentially gaugino
states, while in the opposite limit, M2, ]Mi~ )) ~p~, they
are both dominated by their Higgsino components. We
will present results for both quantities, and will find that
the bounds we obtain for them are roughly the same.

300

200—
O
C9

100—

0—
300 —p

200—)
C9

CV

100—

The quantity p„-o has implications for the viability of the
LSP as a dark matter candidate. As shown in a number
of studies [30], yoi is a good dark matter candidate when
it is gauginolike with p-o & 0.9. For p-0 + 0.9, the LSP's
annihilate so quickly in the early universe that they pro-
vide insufBcient mass today to be interesting dark mat-
ter candidates. The gaugino content p-0 is therefore anXl
important parameter for us to determine. However, be-
cause p-+ depends only on the three parameters p, M2,X1
and tang, it is the more convenient of the two quantities
to use to divide the parameter space. Contours of equal
p-+ are plotted in Fig. 5. Although the specific bound-

X1
aries are not particularly important, for definiteness we
will refer to the region with p-+ & 0.9 as the gauginoX1
region, the region with p-+ & 0.2 as the Higgsino region,X1
and the region with 0.2 ( p-+ & 0.9 as the mixed region.

X1
With these definitions, roughly speaking, yi is a good
dark matter candidate in the gaugino region, but is not
a viable candidate in the mixed and Higgsino regions.

It is evident from Figs. 3—5 that accurate determi-
nations of m -+ and m -0 are not enough to determine

X1 X1
the gaugino content p - ~ . While a measurement of

X1
m -0 —

2 m - ~ might be taken as evidence that the SUSYX1 2
parameters lie in the gaugino region and that gaugino
masses unify, this is not the only possibility. For exam-
ple, the masses m -+ = 80 GeV and m -0 40 GeV can be

X1 X1
obtained with the parameters (p, M2, tanP, Mi/M2)
(—400, 75, 4, 0.5) in the gaugino region with p ~ = 1.00,
and also with the parameters (—78, 170, 4, 0.25) in the
mixed region with p + = 0.34. As will be seen below,

X1
more careful analysis can diH'erentiate between such pos-
sibilities.

We have now found the regions in which chargino pro-
duction is allowed. However, if the splitting between the
masses of the chargino and the LSP is very small, and the
charginos are produced with low velocity, the chargino

300

300

200—0
(3

CV

100—

200—
Q)
(3

Ol

100—

0 I

-300 -200 -100 t00 200 300

0 )

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
p. (GeV)

FIG. 4. Contours of constant m-o (in GeV) for fixed
X1

tan P = 4 and three values of the gaugino mass ratio Mi/Mz.
(a) 0.5, (b) 0.75, and (c) —0.5. The hatched and cross-hatched
regions are as in Fig. 3.

p. {GeV)

FIG. 5. Contours of constant p ~ for tang = 4, with
X1

hatched and cross-hatched regions as in Fig. 3. As defined in
the text, 0 & p y & 0.2 in the Higgsino region, 0.2 ( p + (

Xl X1
0.9 in the mixed region, and 0.9 ( p g & 1.0 in the gaugino

X1
region. The gaugino content approaches one asymptotically
as ~y,

~

~ oo in the gaugino region and zero asymptotically as
M2 —+ oo in the Higgsino region.
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Emax, min

2

1-
m2~) '

X1
E2 )

2m «p
Xl

m 2
X$

(17)

where Eq is the beam energy. [For Eb & (m ~ +
X1

o)/2~ -o E = Eg —m&o. ] The maximum energy
X].

for single jets and leptons is also given by [17], which is
plotted in Fig. 6 for the case Mi/M2 ——0.5, tanP = 4.
We see that, in this case, the far Higgsino region with
M2 & 500 GeV, contains areas in which all decay prod-
ucts have energies & 10GeV. Thus, in these regions
chargino production may be visible but diKcult to use
in precision studies. As M2 increases further, it becomes
difBcult even to detect the chargino signal above back-
ground. The problem of soft decay products is generic
only in the far Higgsino region. In all other regions within
the bands shown in Fig. 3, as long as m-+ lies somewhat

X1
below the beam energy, and the splitting between m-+

X1
and m-p is not anomalously small, chargino productionX1
can be observed and studied at LEP II.

For extremely large values of M2, the lifetime of the
char gino becomes long, and one might hope to tag
charginos by looking for tracks which do not intersect
the interaction point. From the formula for the chargino
decay width presented later in Eq. (49), one may esti-
mate the chargino decay length, which is of order the im-
pact parameter for these tracks. Roughly, for charginos
to travel 10 (100) pm before decaying requires M2
2(3) TeV. Such large values of M2 are disfavored by fine-
tuning considerations, as discussed below.

decay products will have very low energy in the labo-
ratory frame and may be too soft to be experimentally
useful. The approximate relations [37]

~;; = min{le I, M2 IMil) and ~;~ = min(II I, M2)

(16)
are valid in the far Higgsino and far gaugino regions.
With these in mind, it is easy to see that for increasing
M2 and fixed Mi/M2 in the Higgsino region, yi and yi
become more and more degenerate. The maximum and
minimum energies for dijet or jI'v systems from chargino
events are

—1TeV &

0&
1&

—M2 &
100 GeV &
150 GeV &

p & 1TeV,
M2 & 1TeV,

tan P & 50,
Mg & M2,
m) & 1TeV,
mq & 1TeV .

so we will also impose this constraint. Although p is not
a SUSY-breaking parameter, fine-tuning considerations
constrain it to lie at or below the TeV scale.

The parameters m& and mq are also SUSY-breaking
masses, and therefore must also be less than or of or-
der 1 TeV. Sleptons and squarks with masses of 1 TeV
are electively decoupled and are indistinguishable kom
those with infinite mass. We therefore limit the analy-
sis to m&, mq & 1TeV. As we are considering the sce-
nario in which only charginos are produced at LEP II,
we take m& & 100 GeV. The squark mass lower bound
from hadron colliders is likely to be approximately 150
GeV when LEP II begins operation, and we therefore
take this as the lower bound on m~.

The quantity tanP is more difBcuit to delimit. If one
assumes the desert hypothesis, applies the MSSM renor-
malization group equations to the Higgs-fermion Yukawa
couplings, and demands that the couplings remain finite
up to a scale A = 10 GeV, one finds that for the present
top quark mass measurement of mq ——174 + 10+&& GeV
[38], the bounds on tang are 1 & tanP & 50. We will
adopt these limits.

In summary, given the assumptions above, our task is
to explore and restrict the six-dimensional SUSY param-
eter space given by

D. Boundaries of parameter space

In this section, we specify the boundary of the region of
parameter space that we will investigate. The six SUSY
parameters may be restricted on the basis of fine-tuning
prejudices and other considerations. We discuss each pa-
rameter in turn.

As noted in Sec. I, if SUSY is naturally to explain
the electroweak scale, the SUSY-breaking masses Mq
and M2 must be less than or of order 1 TeV. In fact, if
charginos are discovered, the parameter M» may be fur-
ther bounded. Equation (16) implies that in the far gaug-
ino and far Higgsino regions, if M~ M2, y& and y& are
virtually degenerate. Thus, the condition that m + —m -p

X1
be large enough that the decay products are detectable
implies to a good approximation that lMil & M2, and

-150
I

—75
I

0

p (GeV)

I

75 150

FIG 6. Cont. ours of constant R " (in GeV), the maxi-
mum jet or lepton energy for decay products from chargino
events. The plot is for Mi/M2 = 0.5 and tan P = 4. The
hatched and cross-hatched regions are as in Fig. 3, and the
vertical and horizontal scales are chosen to emphasize the Hig-
gsino region. We see that in the Higgsino region, for points in
parameter space vrith large M2 or near threshold, the decay
products may be too soft to be useful for precision measure-
ments.
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III. OBSERVABLES OF CHARGINO
PRODUCTION

In this section, we will discuss the observables that we
will use to restrict SUSY parameter space. As stated
earlier, our goal is to gain an understanding of chargino
pair production by using as much analytic information as
possible. For this reason we will not study observables
for which no analytic formulas can easily be found, such
as the distribution of' lepton energies in 2j + l events,
even though these quantities contain information which
is not accessible through the observables we consider. It
is therefore probable that a global likelihood Gt to the
data will be able to put tighter bounds on supersymmetry
parameter space than we will claim below. In this sense,
our results are conservative.

The four quantities that will be central to our analysis
are the chargino and neutralino masses, the total cross
section for chargino production, and the leptonic branch-
ing fraction:

m ~ (p, M2, tan P),
rn-o (p, M2, tang, Mg),
o.«t~~(p, M2, tanP, m~ = m&),

I'(x+ ~ x'&~)
B~(p, M2, tanP, Mq, m&, rn~) =

&, +I'jp —+ anything'

(19)

Of course, four observables will not allow us to deter-
mine six parameters, but, as will be seen in Sec. V, these
four observables can often restrict the parameter space to
a region in which the quantities of greatest interest are
already somewhat constrained. The forward-backward

asymmetry of chargino production A&B will also be dis-
cussed, but for a number of reasons to be mentioned
below, we will not use this quantity directly. No other
variables were found that, could be studied without per-
forming Monte Carlo simulations at a large number of
points in parameter space. The left-right asymmetry in
the production cross section requires polarized electron
beams and is inaccessible at LEP II, but has implica-
tions for chargino production at threshold and will also
be discussed below.

In the following sections, we will consider each observ-
able, erst analyzing its dependence on the underlying
SUSY parameters, and then discussing the method by
which it may be extracted from chargino event samples.
This section will be confined to theoretical considera-
tions; experimental issues will be discussed in Sec. IV.
In particular, discussion of issues involving experimental
eFiciencies and minor subtleties involving the hadronic
decays of the ~ lepton will be deferred to the following
sections. In Sec. V, the measurements suggested in this
section will be applied to Monte Carlo simulation case
studies at specific points in parameter space, and results
will be obtained with cuts, finite detector resolution, and.
finite statistics included.

A. Chargino and neutralino masses

The chargino mass m +(p, , M2, tang) and the I SP
mass mzo(p, , M2, tan P, Mq) are sensitive to fundamental

0 il

160
I i I

180 200

Ws (GeV)

I

220

FIG. 7. The total cross section oq t ~ before cuts (solid
curve) as a function of ~s for parameters (p, Mq, tan P, m„-) =
( —400, 75, 4, 200) in the gaugino region. For comparison, a
unit of B is also plotted (dashed curve). We note the sudden
rise in cross section, characteristic of fermion production.

parameters of supersymmetry and are relatively easy to
determine. Their dependences on the underlying SUSY
parameters were discussed in Sec. II. Here we note only
that in the gaugino region m-+ = M2 and mzo = ~Mq~,X1 X1
and the masses are therefore directly sensitive to two fun-
damental parameters. In contrast, both masses are close
to [p[ in the Higgsino region (unless ~Mq~ ( ~p, ~, in which
case the I SP can have a mass near ~Mq ~) and the mass
splitting m-~ —m-o is a complicated function of several

X1 X1
parameters.

The masses m -+ and m -0 can be measured in chargino
X1 X]

events in at least two ways. It is impossible to kine-
matically reconstruct chargino pair production events,
since the charginos' decay products include two unob-
servable LSP's. However, because the unobserved LSP's
are typically quite massive and carry ofI' large energies
and momenta, chargino events with two jets and an iso-
lated lepton are easily separated from standard. model
backgrounds by a series of cuts, as we will see in Sec. IV.
After imposing such cuts, one can Gnd the dijet energy
E~~ and dijet mass m~z for each of the remaining events.
The end points of the dijet energy and mass spectra are
completely determined by m-+ and m-o, with the end

X1 X1
points of the Ez~ spectrum given by Eq. (17), and the
mz~ distribution lying between zero and m-+ —m~o. If

1

at least two of the three end points are sufBciently sharp
to be well measured, they can be used to precisely de-
termine m-+ and m„-0. Of course, detector and beam

. X1 X1
eÃects will smear the end points, but in Sec. V we will
see that the masses may still be measured to a few GeV
with this method.

An energy scan at the chargino production thresh-
old provides an alternate determination of m-+ [29]. In

X1
Fig. 7, the total cross section as a function of ~s (solid
curve) is plotted for the particular point in parameter
space (p, , M2, tanP, m-) = (—400, 75, 4, 200). For com-
parison, a unit of R is also given (dashed curve). The
sudden rise in cross section, characteristic of fermion pro-
duction, makes possible a highly accurate determination
of m-+. Such behavior is common for all points in pa-

X1
rameter space. Near threshold the charginos are nearly
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at rest, so the only unknown momentum in the decay
—+ qqyi is that of the LSP. By reconstructing the

hadronically decaying chargino in a mixed mode event,
one obtains the mass of the LSP. Although this method.
is likely to provide a significantly more accurate determi-
nation of the chargino mass [29], we will not assume in
our case studies that an energy scan will be performed,
instead relying solely on the end point determinations.

B. Differential cross section and related observables

Next we study the differential cross section

s (p, Mz, tan P, m-) of chargino production and con-
sider associated observables. As we will empha-
size below, only two combinations of the parameters
(p, , M2, tan P, m„-) can be easily extracted even theoret-
ically. One of these is proportional to the total cross
section aq t, ~, while the other is proportional to the pro-

x+duction forward-backward asymmetry AFB. To a first
approximation, which we will show to be sufriciently ac-
curate, every other quantity that depends only on &"
gives information which is equivalent to that contained

i

in O.t t &
and A&B. Unfortunately, with the exception of

o.t q ~, none of these quantities is observable, since the
direction of the charginos cannot be fully reconstructed.
The angular distributions of the visible particles depend
on the chargino decay vertices as well as on &" &, and al-
though they are of great interest, they are not amenable
to analytic study. They can be investigated by Monte
Carlo simulations, but this is beyond the scope of the
present work. Our approach therefore only allows us to
extract a single combination of the four underlying pa-
rameters that determine the differential cross section.

We first present the differential cross section for
chargino production and analyze its dependence on the
various SUSY parameters in the region of parameter
space given by Eq. (18). Formulas for the diKerential
cross section and total cross section have been given in
many previous studies [2—5, 9, 28]. Here we present the
differential cross section for completeness and in a form
that allows us to highlight certain properties that have
particular relevance to our analysis.

The cross section is built from the three ingredients in
Fig. 1. The couplings in the virtual photon diagram are,
of course, independent of SUSY parameters. To compute
the virtual Z diagram, we need the couplings of chargino
currents to the Z. The virtual Z amplitude for prod~icing
chargino states y+ and y. is given by

( +)~" 'Cg

cos 0~

x u(y+) p„

~

——sin 8~
~
Pl, —sin 9~P~ u(e )

K2

O'L,,PI„+0'ri;, PR u(y, ).cos 0~
(2O)

where the dependence on the SUSY parameters is
through the quantities that are conventionally labeled

OL, . and OR, . (see first reference in [1]). These are the
combinations of U and. V matrices given by

(21)

xu(y+)igp„Pgu(y, ) 2 . (22)
V

Combining these three contributions, one finds that
the differential cross section for chargino production from
unpolarized e+e beams in units of R is given by

R—= ) —R, (1 —vz) + S, (1+v2:)
dx ~ 32i=L

+2K;S;(1 —v )

where the sum is over the two e helicities, v is the
chargino velocity, and x = cosdt, the cosine of the an-
gle between the positive chargino y& and the positron
beam. The variables RL R and SL R are

RL =1 —xLOL' —c.-,
SL = 1 —KLOR )

BR = 1 —KROR
SR =—1 —ZROLI

(24)

where KL R are constants associated with Z production
from eL R.

/

——sin oiv /,s —Mz sin 8~ cos 8~ (2 )

s 1
(—Sill 0~),

8 Mz sin 0~ cos 0

and the v diagram contribution is given by

(25)

cv =
sin' g~ [1 —2vz + v' + 4m'/s]

We now analyze these formulas in some detail to deter-
mine what can be learned experimentally. We will show
that (a) in most of the allowed parameter space only two
combinations of 0&, 0&, ~Vii~, and m- contribute sig-
nificantly to the unpolarized cross section, (b) the quan-
tities most sensitive to these two combinations are the
total cross section and the forward-backward production
asymmetry, and (c) no other quantities involving the un-
polarized cross section can be found that add significantly
to our knowledge. We will illustrate these points using a
perturbative expansion of the differential cross section in
variables which we will define below. While the expan-
sion is not always valid, we have found numerically that

where the indices i, j are 1 for the lighter chargino and
2 for the heavier. As we will only be concerned with the
lighter chargino, we define OL: &gii
After a Fierz transformation, the v exchange diagram is
also of a similar form, and its amplitude is given by

1
~~11['v(e+)igp"Pt u(e )2
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the conclusions that we draw in the perturbative regime
hold throughout the allowed parameter space.

We now identify the small quantities in which to do
perturbation theory. We define

K—:g(KI, + ~K/~); K—:
g (Kl. —~K~~),

0 = ~(OL + OR); ~ =—~(OI, Oa),
8

0 =
mv-

From Eq. (25) we see that KL, = K~,—so K )) r.
Specifically, for i/s = 190GeV, K = 1.8 » r = 0.13,
independently of all SUSY parameters. Prom Sec. II and
Eq. (21) it follows that 0& = 0& in both the gaugino and
Higgsino regions, so that in most cases 0, which runs
between —1+ sin Oiv in the gaugino region and —1/2+
sin 0~ in the Higgsino region, has absolute value much
larger than u, which is zero in the gaugino and Higgsino
regions and whose absolute value never exceeds 0.2. The
last small quantity, (o = s/m-, is small for sneutrino
masses much larger than 200 GeV. Because of the form
of Eq. (26), the expansion can be slightly improved by
using not go but

3Ai C2 —v

4A i3 —v )
(32)

Ax
central

X/2

&total

In the perturbative regime this variable is simply

The quantities Ap for k & 2 are greatly suppressed in
the perturbative regime and cannot give additional useful
information.

Perhaps surprisingly, the basic conclusions of this per-
turbative analysis are correct for the entire accessible re-
gion of parameter space. The coefIicients Ay, k & 2, be-
come substantial and the relation Ap oc A2 breaks down
only for ~Vii~ near 1 and for large (, that is, in the gaug-
ino region with a sneutrino mass near 100 GeV. However,
even in this case we find numerically that it is extremely
dificult to extract additional information from the dif-
ferential cross section. For example, consider a simple

variable which is orthogonal to A&B and linearly inde-
pendent of o.total..

1+ (1+ v )( /4
(28)

In the perturbative regime, the unpolarized differential
cl'oss section ~o'/dx ls conveniently written

(p)++ 1 24 —11'U

central central 16 3 (34)

Qo 3'U—= —) zA~,
ds 32 k=o

(29)

where, to first order in (, r, and ~,

Ao =4(2 —v )

x 1+E 0 —20K— ~,'~'
(1 KO)(,

4 sin 0~

A, = 16v Ku) +, (1 —KO)(
8 sin 0~

'U

2 AQ )
2 —v

krak
—i

4 sin 6I~ (30)

v I'3 —v~)
oi.ti= —~, ~Ao

8 (2 —v j
and the forward-backward asymmetry

(Recall that ~V'ii~ & 1.) Thus, to a first approximation
it is impossible to measure separately the four quantities
of interest —0, w, ~V'ii ~, and (—since the cross section
effectively depends only on Ap oc A2 and A~. As can
easily be seen from the angular dependence of Eq. (29),
these coefIicients are most sensitively probed by the total
cross section

which follows from Eqs. (29) and (30). Deviations from
this prediction would provide new information beyond

shown for two light sneutrino masses m- = 200 GeV and

100 GeV. The figure indicates that A, nt, l is within a
few percent of the perturbative prediction everywhere ex-
cept in the gaugino region for extremely small sneutrino
mass and large chargino mass, where a 10% deviation is
seen. In principle, this small effect would be useful, but

A«nt»» like A&» is not directly observable and must
be estimated through its correlation with some observ-
able quantity. Even were this somehow to be overcome
through Monte Carlo simulations, the chargino cross sec-
tion at LEP II provides us with at most a few thousand

x+
events; statistical errors on the measured ot t l and. A&B
are already several percent. We therefore cannot expect
to gain much from this variable.

We have searched for other possible observables, but
have found none with both large variation and small ex-

perimental uncertainties; the behavior of A „t, l is typ-
ical. Statistical errors alone make any of these vari-
ables difIjLcult to use; but the impossibility of directly
measuring the chargino momentum axis greatly compli-
cates the determination of any variable based on distri-
butions in chargino production angle. For our purposes,
then, the total cross section and the forward-backward
chargino production asymmetry are the only potentially
useful quantities stemming from the unpolarized differ-
ential cross section. In the sections following, we discuss
these two quantities in detail.
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C. Total cross section

In this section we analyze the total cross section in
detail. We will Gnd that, as has been noted previously in
the literature [2—10,21, 22, 29], charginos are produced in
the thousands in most areas of the accessible parameter

space, and the production cross section is highly sensitive
to sneutrino mass.

From Eqs. (30) and (31) it can be seen that in the
gaugino region, for small (, the cross section is approxi-
mately

atotal ~ f (v) 1 +
- 2 2

s
l

1
l

l&i
s —Mz (4sin Hgr) 4sin Her

8 l
8 —Mz 4sin 0~ (35)

= (3.2 —2.8()f(v) R = (8.8pb) (1 —0.9() f(v),

while in the Higgsino region it is

s ' (-', —sin'e~)
s —Mz ( 1 —slil 8~

=1.3 f(v) R = (3.6pb) f(v) (36)

0, , i--f(v) ( 1+

200—

(9

& ioo-

where f(v) = 2v(3 —v ) rises from zero at threshold to
one at high energy, ( is defined in Eq. (28), and where we

ave taken ~s = 190 GeV, for which one uiiit of R is ap-

proximately 2.75pb. Strong sensitivity to m- is found in
the gaugino region [4, 5, 9], but disappears altogether in
the Higgsino region. In the large m- limit both expres-
sions are entirely determined by gauge invariance, but
the event rate is two and a half times higher in the gaug-
ino region. Notice that while a large cross section is a
signal of the gaugino region, a small one can occur both
in the Higgsino region and, if the sneutrino is light, in
the gaugino region.

These features can all be seen in Fig. 9, where chargino
production cross sections for m„- = 1TeV and 150 GeV
are plotted in picobarns. Because the cross section plots
do not change substantially for diferent tan P, the plots
are presented for tanP = 4 only. We see that, in a sam-
p e o 1,I EP II will produce thousands of chargino
events in most of the accessible regions of parameter

300
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200—
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500—

FIG. 8 contours of constant value of the ratio
x (~{0)g
central& central~ de6ned in the text. The hatched and cross-

hatched regions are as in Fig. 3. The contours are plotted in
the (p, Mq) plane for fixed tanP = 4 and (a) m„- = 200 GeV
and (b) m„- = 100 GeV and are chosen to emphasize the range
of the ratio. In the case m, „- = 200GeV, where the pertur-
bative analysis is expected to hold, we see that the ratio is
approximately one, as expected. For m„- = 100 GeV beyond
the range in which the perturbative analysis can be expected
to be valid, we see that this behavior nevertheless persists,
and deviations are small.

I I 1

-300 -200 —I 00 0 100 200 300
p (GeV)

FIG. 9. Contours of constant 0 t t l in picobarns in the
(p, M2) plane for fixed tan P = 4 and (a) m- = 1 TeV and (b)
m„- = 150 GeV. The hatched and cross-hatched regions are as
in Fig. 3. The cross section rises quickly near threshold. The
ower cross sections in (b) are a result of the large destructive

interference of the sneutrino diagram.
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space. Contrasting Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), one can also see
the strong dependence on m- noted above. This is shown
more explicitly in Fig. 10, where we plot the total cross
section at four representative (p, M2) points as a func-
tion of m-. Clearly the v diagram can give a large and
destructive contribution to the cross section. For this
reason, the infinite sneutrino mass limit is neither repre-
sentative nor conservative and can lead to a substantial
overestimate of the event rate in the gaugino region. This
in turn could result in overly optimistic claims concern-
ing the statistical accuracy with which SUSY parameters
can be determined.

Having analyzed the dependence of ot t ~ on the fun-
damental SUSY parameters, we now turn to the issue of
how o.t t ~ may be extracted &om experiment. To mea-
sure ot t ~, it will be necessary to measure the partial
cross sections of chargino production in at least two of
the hadronic, mixed, and leptonic decay modes. The
partial cross sections are given by

= I?2leptonic ~$ O total y

o rnid ed 2+l (1 +l )0 total ~

2
Ohadronic = (1 &i) O total

where B'~ is the leptonic branching fraction defined in
Eq. (19). As these three partial cross sections depend on
only two variables, they must satisfy the constraint

=1 2.+leptonic &hadronic
4

sections, subject to the constraint in Eq. (38), but we will
only use the two with the smallest errors (o;„,d and one
of the other two). We note that in measuring ot t i, we
obtain also B'~, and it is therefore natural to examine this
observable, as we will do in Sec. IIIF.

D. Chargino forward-backward asymmetry

x~The forward-backward asymmetry AFB of chargino
production is theoretically attractive, since it can be com-
puted analytically and depends on the four parameters
(p, M2, tan P, m„-) in a way which is quite difFerent from

the total cross section. In the large m- limit, AF& is neg-
ative in the mixed region and negligible elsewhere, as can
be seen &om Eqs. (30) and (32); however, a light sneu-
trino, which appears in a t-channel diagram, can give a
large positive contribution to A&B in the gaugino and
mixed regions. This effect is seen in Fig. 11.

x+
Unfortunately, AFB cannot be directly measured; the

velocities of the two charginos cannot be reconstructed
because the two I SP's are invisible. I et us consider what
might be possible to observe in these events. Since the
forward-backward asymmetry is odd under charge con-
jugation, we must discover which chargino is positively
charged. The sign of the charge of a single chargino can
be determined in a leptonic decay from the charge of the
lepton, but is more difFicult to measure in a hadronic de-

This relation is not dependent on the details of the
chargino decay process; if it is not satisfied, it indicates a
problem with the estimated detection efBciencies in one
or more of the modes. (Such a discrepancy could stem
either from an experimental problem or &om physics be-
yond our minimal assumptions that is not included in
the Monte Carlo simulation —for example, signal from
an additional and unexpected supersymmetric particle. )
To determine ot t ~ it is best to use all three partial cross
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FIG. 10. Cross sections as functions of m„- are plotted for
tan p = 4 and four representative (p, M2) points: (—400, 75)
in the gaugino region (solid), (—90, 115) in the mixed region
(dashed), (—75, 250) in the Higgsino region (dot-dashed), and

(—7g, 10pp) in the far Higgsino region (dotted). The v dia-
gram gives a large and destructive contribution for the gaug-
ino and mixed points. As the Higgsino component increases,
the dependence of the cross section on m- decreases.

FIG. 11. Contours of constant A"„s in percent for tan P =
4 and (a) rn„=1 TeV and (h) m- = 15-0 GeV. The hatched
and cross-hatched regions are as in Fig. 3. In the large I,-

limit, AFB —+ 0 in both the gaugino and Higgsino limits, with

only the mixed region giving a significant negative AFB. For
low m„-, the t-channel sneutrino exchange diagram can lead

x+to large and positive AFB.
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cay. We must also determine the momentum axis of the
chargino. The visible particles in the decay of a chargino
can in certain cases indicate the chargino momentum.
For example, if the chargino is moving at relativistic
velocities, the decay products are highly boosted along
the chargino momentum axis. Alternatively, if in the
chargino rest frame the total visible momentum, aver-
aged over many events, is distributed isotropically, then
the average visible momentum in any frame will give the
chargino momentum direction. Unfortunately, neither of
these cases applies here; the velocity of the chargino is
generally semi- or non-relativistic, and the decays are of-
ten far &om isotropic.

Still, we might hope that the distribution of the dijet
momenta in the hadronic decays of charginos would give
a reasonable estimate of the chargino momentum distri-

x+bution and could be used to measure AFB. Specifically,
in mixed mode chargino decays, we may use the dijet xno-

mentum to estimate the chargino momentum axis, and
the charge of the lepton to determine the direction of the
positively charged chargino. The dijet forward-backward
asymmetry AFB found in this way might well be corre-

lated with AFB. Unfortunately, the correlation is often
very weak. As described in Sec. V, for each case study
we have explored via Monte Carlo simulation the region
of SUSY parameter space which gives the observed m +,X1
m-o, ot ~ ~, and B~. We have found that for these points

in parameter space it is impossible to estimate AFB us-

ing AFB without additional information about the decay

process. In fact, the variation of AFB around AFB is so

large that it indicates that AFB has strong dependence on
the parameters in the decay vertices, and possibly can be
used to determine them. However, as analytic formulas
for this variable are unavailable, and since experimental
cuts must be included, this will require a detailed Monte
Carlo simulation covering all of the allowed parameter
space, which we do not attempt here. (We note that
analytic formulas may be found near the threshold of
chargino production, which may permit the separation
of AF&& from the decay vertices [39].)

Additionally, we have considered a range of cuts on
the data to try to improve the correlation between AFB

x+
and AFB. In particular, the angle between the dijet and
chargino momenta may be determined simply from mo-
mentum conservation. By cutting away events where this
angle is large, we obtain a sample of events where the
dijet and chargino momenta point in roughly the same
direction. In some cases the correlation is slightly im-
proved for this sample, but this is counterbalanced by
the loss of statistics. We note that this sample of events
might be useful for other purposes, such as determining
the parameters in the decay vertices.

We And, then, that it is impossible to measure AFB di-

rectly. However, the observable AFB, although too com-
plicated to explore without a Monte Carlo simulation,

A

contains a mixture of information about AFB and the
decay vertices that will certainly be of interest. We will
discuss this further in Sec. V.

E. Polarization asymmetry

While the unpolarized cross section essentially contains
only two separable parameters, a third independent ob-

servable,

crR o(eRe~ m y+y )
o.(e~e++m y+y )

' (39)

can be studied when polarized electron beams are avail-

able. Unfortunately, this is not expected to be the case at
LEP II. Still, this observable has important implications
for chargino threshold studies.

The ratio O' R/err. is less than 15% throughout the al-

lowed region of parameter space, and so, even with un-

polarized beams, charginos are always produced largely

by left-handed electrons [3, 28, 29]. In the large m- limit,

crJt/al. 1% in the gaugino and 15'% in the Higgsino

region; it varies widely in the mixed region, but is gener-

ally small. A light sneutrino can increase the ratio in the
gaugino and mixed region. In Fig. 12 we show o.~/01, for
m„- = 150GeV, for which the ratio takes values near its
maximum. Nevertheless, we see that 0~/ol, is still small,
and is approximately 2% in much of the gaugino region.

While this ratio is independent of og~g~) and A~FB) it is not
uncorrelated with the total cross section o.

q q ~
——o.R+crL„

since m- enters only in aL, and oL, && oR. Still, the corre-
lation is imperfect and it is possible to gain some amount
of new information.

It is possible to exploit experimentally the theoretical
prediction that 0~/oL, is small. Near threshold, this im-

plies that charginos are produced dominantly polarized
along the beam axis, and the study of their decays is

therefore greatly simpli6ed. As the combinations of the
SUSY parameters that enter the decay are diferent from
those that enter the production process, measurements
at threshold can give valuable information to supplement
the analysis presented in this paper [39]. In this study
we assume a fixed center-of-mass energy, which means
that in much of the parameter region the charginos have

substantial velocities, and near-threshold analysis is not
applicable.
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FIG. 12. Contours of constant oR/or, in percent in the
(p, Ms) plane for tanP = 4 and m„- = 150GeV. The ratio
never rises above 15'Po in the allowed bands, and is approxi-
mately 2'Po in much of the gaugino region. The hatched and
cross-hatched regions are as in Fig. 3.
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F. Leptonic branching fraction

To measure the total cross section, we must deter-
mine at least two of the partial cross sections for the
hadronic, mixed, and leptonic modes. These also provide
us with a measurement of the leptonic branching frac-
tion B&(p, M2, tan P, Mq, m&, m4), which can vary greatly
in the SUSY parameter space [40]. We now analyze the
dependence of B~ on the underlying SUSY parameters.

As discussed earlier, charginos decay to a neutralino
and either two hadrons or two leptons. The hadronic
decays occur via intermediate TV bosons and squarks
(Fig. 2). The decay y~ —+ gaud through a virtual W
has an amplitude

-(x', ) g~"(&~P~+o P ) (~+)

x u(u) p„PI,v(d) (4O)v'2 p + pg)2 —M~2] '

OR = N12U11+ ~2N13U12 .
(4l)

The decay mediated by a left-handed up squark has an
amplitude

v(y~ )(—zg)V&~PL, v(d) x u(u)( —zg~2)(Yg tan ezz Nqq + I„Nq2)PRv(X~)'
[(p,-. + p„)' —m„'-, ]' (42)

while that mediated by a left-handed down squark takes the form

—u(u)( —ig)UqqPRu(y~ ) x u(y~)( —igv 2)(Yg tangzzrN~z + IdN~2)PIv(d)
[(p-o + pg) —m- ]

(43)

The overall minus sign of the down squark amplitude re-
sults from the odd permutation of the spinors of the down
squark amplitude relative to the spinors of the other two
diagrams. In these formulas Yg ——

6 is the hypercharge
of left-handed quarks, while I„(Id) = 2(—2) is the weak
isospin of up (down) quarks. We remind the reader that
only the first two generations of squarks participate in
chargino decays, since we have assumed that squark mix-
ing angles are small and that the chargino is lighter than
the top quark.

In Eqs. (42) and (43) we have omitted the couplings
of squarks to the Higgsino component of the gaug-
inos, because they are suppressed by mg/(M~ cosP) or
m„/(Mzz sing), and are therefore negligible. As dis-
cussed in Sec. II, the right-handed squark diagrams are
similarly suppressed and may also be ignored. (We note,
however, that the very small eÃects of the Higgsino cou-
plings and the right-handed sfermion diagrams are in-
cluded in our Monte Carlo simulation. )

The squark diagram contributions may be Fierz trans-
formed into the same form as the W diagram amplitude;
the full hadronic decay amplitude may then be written
as

DR(q) = OR

(p'o +pd)™zv'

Ug g ( s tan Ozz N~~ —-N~2)
(p~o + pg)' —m„'

(46)

Dl, (l) =
(p„+p.-)' —M~2

Vf, (—2 ta«wN&~+ 2Nx2)
(p-o + p )2 —m2 (47)

and

D (l)= (p-+ p.-)' —Mw

Notice that up- (down-)type squarks contribute only to
DI. (DR)

For leptonic decays, in which aB three generations of
sleptons participate, the full amplitude has the same form
as Eq. (44) but with hypercharge equal to —2.

Z3 2

u(y~)p" (Dl Pl. + DRPR)u(y~ )u(u)p„PLv(d),
2

(44)

U ~ ~ (—-' tan Ozz N,*~ —
2 N,*2)

(p-o + p;)2 —m2 (48)

where

D.(q) = QL,

(p + pd) R'

V~, (s tanO~Ngg + 2Ng2)
(p-o + p„)2 —m2 (45)

As above, the isospin +2 (—2) left-handed slepton can-
tributes to DL, (DR).

In the approximation that the momentum dependences
of the 8 and scalar propagators are ignored, the partial
widths of the chargino can be written down in closed
form. In this limit, the width, in terms of r = m-o /m+1
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g I
I'(x+ ~ x'ff) = ~y~. "'sG(&)

3072sr

x DI,(f)'+ DIt(f)

—g(r)D~(f)D~(f)

where

G(r) = 1 —8r —24' inr + 8r

g(r) = 4r(1+ 9r + 12' in' —9r
+12' 1n(r) —r')/G(r),

(49)

where n = 1 for Mz tanP (& ~p, ~, and n = 2 for
MztanP )) ~p~. The latter reffects the p, ~ —p sym-
metry for large tan P.

It follows that for very large ~y,
~

and sufficiently small
slepton and squark masses, the W diagram and the
isospin terms in the squark and the slepton diagrams are
negligible, as can be seen &om Eqs. (42) and (43). Keep-
ing only the hypercharge terms in Dl, ,z(q, /) and noting
(Y~/Y~) = 9, one finds

m4
B 4

'-+-' '-
L

and where for hadrons (leptons), f = q (f = l), the
number of ffavors Ny is 2 (3), and the number of colors
N, is 3 (1). The function g(r) is well approximated by
1 —(1 —r), while for r ~ 1, G(r) (1 —r) . The ratio
of leptonic to hadronic branching fractions is given by

B( 1 DL (l) + D~(l) —g(r)DL, (t)D~(l)
1 —BI 2 DL, (q) + Dz~(q) —g(r)DL, (q)D~(q)

f00

The dependence of B~ on the parameters of supersym-
metry is quite complicated, and there are few regions of
parameter space in which a useful perturbative expan-
sion may be performed. However, it is possible to make
some broad statements about its behavior. In Fig. 13 we
present B~ for three diferent values of the parameters.
Note that B~ is unlike the other three variables we have
looked at, in that it can have strong tan P dependence in
the gaugino region. In the following we will discuss some
of the most notable features in the figures.

In the Higgsino region of Figs. 13(a)—13(c), the branch-
ing &action is approximately 3. This is a general phe-
nomenon. As the Higgsino region is approached &om the
gaugino region, the couplings of the chargino to squarks
and sleptons decrease, while the couplings to the W bo-
son increase. In the far Higgsino region, the sfermion
couplings to the chargino are completely negligible, so
chargino decay is dominated by virtual W bosons for
which the branching ratio Bi is s. (Recall that we in-
clude in B~ all chargino decays to 7 leptons, even if the w

itself decays hadronically. ) Even outside the Higgsino re-
gion, eKects of heavy squarks and sleptons are suppressed
relative to the intermediate W boson; the large sfermion
mass limit again leads to B~ 3. Thus, we cannot draw
any conclusions if B~ = 3, but if B~ is not equal to 3,
it immediately rules out both the Higgsino region and
ultraheavy sfermions.

In the gaugino region, where ~p,
~
)) M2, the matrix ele-

ments Uzz, V~&, and N~z are all very close to unity, while
the couplings OL, and OR of the chargino to the W are of
order the mixing angle Nq2, as are the isospin-depend", .-. nt
terms in Dl, R(l, q). All other relevant elements of the U,
V, and N matrices are small. A perturbative diagonal-
ization of the matrix in Eq. (6) shows that, in the range
of parameters we consider,
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FIG. 13. Contours of constant value of the leptonic
branching fraction BI in the (p, Ms) plane for Mq/M2 ——0.5
and three sets of parameters (tan P, mI, m~): (a) (2, 200, 200),
(b) (2, 200, 800), and (c) (10, 200, 200). The gaugino region
has been magnified, and the hatched and cross-hatched re-
gions are as in Fig. 3. For all figures, the value of BI. is

in the Higgsino region and grows as one approaches the
gaugino region. The growth is faster for large tanP (c) than
for low tan P (a). In (a) and (b) the B~ contours differ by
approximately 5'PD in the far gaugino region, consistent with
Eq. (55). Note also the "pocket" in the p ( 0 near gaugino
region, where B~ & ~.
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m2
lvl- 1 f2Mg.tan 8~)Yf

~

M~2
(54)

This rough estimate is accurate only within a factor of
4 or so. Since tan Oiv. [Yy~ is approximately

&
for leptons

and i2 for quarks, the required
~ p~ is generally larger than

a TeV except for the lightest sfermions, and is smaller for
sleptons than for squarks of the same mass. We therefore
expect that for small tang, Bi will not stray too far from

In the limit tang = 1 we may quantify this; for
large squark and slepton masses, the leading hypercharge
terms in the Dl, ~(q, l) cancel, with the isospin terms
giving

1 2 /Miv
1 +

3 3
l

m- )
(55)

to first order in Miv/m- and Mi22, /m-. This shows that
even within the isospin terms there is sensitivity, inde-
pendent of sin8iv and tanP, to the difFerence between
mz and m&. This is a general feature of small tang, as
is reflected in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), where the B~ con-
tours differ by approximately 5% and are consistent with
Eq. (55).

Suppose instead that tanP is large and take ~p, [ ((
Mz tanP, again in the near gaugino region with Bi

Let us again consider increasing ~p~. Now Ni2
(Mz/p) vanishes much more quickly as ~p~ grows; the
crossover to Eq. (53) occurs near

1 mf -M~.
/tan Oiv [ Yy

~

Mw (56)

The dependence on the sfermion mass is now linear, and
the coe%cient has become smaller as well. For large
tan P, the leptonic branching fraction will therefore devi-
ate strongly from —at much smaller values of ~y,

~

than is
the case for small tan P. This is clearly seen in the differ-
ence between Figs. 13(a) and 13(c). We note that in the
near gaugino region, B'~ is also shifted by the correction
term in Eq. (55) even for large tan P.

in the far gaugino region. This is larger than 3 for each
of the cases plotted in Fig. 13, in which the growth of B~
at large [p~ is evident. Notice, however, that the growth
is much faster in the large tan P case [Fig. 13(c)] than in
the small tan P case [Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)]. Note also
that the figures at tanP = 2 with two different squark
masses [Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)] have Bi contours that are
shifted by a constant factor. We explain these features
below.

It is possible to estimate roughly where the crossover
occurs 6.om isospin-dominated chargino decays, which
are close to B~ ——

3 for m~ m&, to hypercharge-
dominated decays, which have a B& given by Eq. (53).
We first consider small tanP. Take ~p,

~
)) Mz tanP, but

in the near gaugino region, where B~ 3. Now raise
~p,

~

until Ni2 is so small that the hypercharge terms in
Eqs. (42) and (43) dominate the decay amplitudes. Since,
for small tan P, Ni2 Mz/p, we may estimate that this
occurs for

2leptonic
I,
—

2O leptonic + O mixed

0 mixed

O mixed + 20 hadronic
(57)

Again, all three partial cross sections should be employed,
though we will only use the two that are likely to have
the smallest errors for our measurement of B~. Strictly
speaking, the partial cross sections must be adjusted to
account for the fact that 7. leptons can decay hadronically.
As the corrections depend solely on the well-measured w

branching &actions, the required adjustments are very
reliable.

C. Gther ebservables

There are many other quantities that could be ex-
tracted &om the data which depend on the details of the
chargino decay vertices. For 2j+l events, distributions of
0~, the angle between the lepton and the beam axis, E~,
the energy of the lepton, and corresponding dijet vari-
ables 0~& and E~~, are observables that are likely to yield
useful information. Correlations between l and l angles
in 2l events and between lepton and dijet angles in 2j+ l
may also provide information [41]. However, to obtain
analytic expressions for these variables one would have to
convolve the angular velocity and spin distribution of the
production process with the three-body spin-dependent
phase space of the decay. The complexity of dealing
with these observables is regrettable, since the angular
distributions of the chargino decay products are sensi-
tive to DL, (q)/DR(q) and D (l1)/D~(l) (see Sec. IIIF),
which cannot be probed using the quantities m-+, m, -o,+1 +1
otot~j, and B~. Furthermore, the angular distributions
might help determine the angle and spin dependence of
the differential cross section, and might be noticeably af-
fected by the propagators of very light sfermions. Restric-
tions on SUSY parameter space using these observables
will probably require detailed Monte Carlo simulations,
which we will not attempt to carry out. It seems plausible
to us that a global maximum likelihood fit to the data, on
the basis of a suKciently thorough Monte Carlo search,
should be able to pick out information that we have not
been able to extract in our analysis; we will bolster this
claim in Sec. V. It remains to be seen whether the addi-
tional knowledge will lead to significantly improved con-
straints on the underlying parameters.

There are other variables worthy of study which al-
low the assumptions of our analysis to be tested. If the
LSP is a sneutrino instead of a neutralino, chargino de-

Another feature worth noting is a "pocket" in which B~
drops below 3, which occurs in the near gaugino region
for negative p, where simple perturbation theory is not
applicable. In this region, the slepton diagrams interfere
destructively with the TV diagram in the decay ampli-
tude. The "pocket" can be deep for intermediate values
of tan P, where Bi can take values as low as 10%. This
feature has important implications for the case studies of
Sec. V.

As noted above, B~ can be determined by measuring
the partial cross sections. The leptonic branching frac-
tion is given by
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cays are qualitatively diferent, since the two-body decay
—+ Lv becomes available. If there is substantial mixing

between any of the right- and left-handed sfermions, the
chargino decay amplitude will no longer have the form
of Eq. (44); the resulting angular distribution of the ob-
served fermions will be identifiably di6'erent. Mixing of
the third generation of squarks into the other genera-
tions could cause many 6 quarks to appear in the dijets;
under our assumptions, very few are expected. A signifi-
cant breakdown of the universal slepton mass assumption
would acct lepton universality in the decays; similarly, a
violation of our universal squark mass assumption for the
first two generations might be detected by studying the
abundance of charm quarks in the dijets. Lastly, a signif-
icant contribution by intermediate charged Higgs bosons
to the chargino decay amplitude would both affect the
angular distributions of the observed fermions and lead
to extra heavy fermions among the decay products.

h+, h =—i
~pro d ~decay ~decay

h+ h — h+ h— m +I' +'
Xg X$

(58)

given set of parameters, we first calculate the chargino
decay width and branching ratios. The SAGE subrou-
tines [42] are used to generate three-body final state
momenta and phase space weightings, and the matrix
elements for the decay are calculated with the explicit
helicity spinor method, using subroutines that are pat-
terned after the HEI.As package [43]. We find that typi-
cally the chargino width I' - + is roughly 1—100 ke V. Using

X$
the same subroutines, we therefore generate the six-body
events e+e —i y+iyi ~ (yiq'q, yilv)(yiq'q, yilv) in the
zero width approximation for the intermediate charginos.
In this approximation the total amplitude factorizes into
production and decay amplitudes and is given by

H. Sum. mary of abservables where

We have now concluded the discussion of the
four primary observables that will be used in the
case studies below. These observables, with their
dependences on the underlying SUSY parameters,
are the chargino mass m -+ (p, M2, tan P), the I SP

X$
mass m -0 (p, , M2, tan P, Mi), the total cross section
0'q q ~(p, M2, tan P, m&

—— m-), and the leptonic
branching fraction BI(p, M2, tan p, Mi, mf, m~). We
have also studied the forward-backward asymmetry

AF&(p, M2, tanP, m&- ——m-) and have explained why it
is dificult to use.

To close this section, we review the sensitivity of these
parameters in the different regions. In the gaugino re-
gion, where ~p, ] )) M2, ]Mi], we are sensitive to all
six parameters: m-+ M2, m-o ~Mi]; o't i ~Xg X$

[3.2 —2.8(s/m )]f (v) R to leading order in s/m-, where

f (v) is a definite function of the chargino velocity, and B~
is a nontrivial function which is sensitive to several com-
binations of SUSY parameters. When m& (= m-) and m4
are both very large, then oioi~~ = 3.2f(v) R and B~ = s.
In the Higgsino region, where ~p] (( M2, the following
relationships hold: m ~ ]p]; m -o min(] p ~, ~Mi] j;
ohio& i = &.3f(v) R; and B~ = s. There is no sensitivity
in this region to m&- or m~, and very little to Mi/M2,
unless ~Mi] is less than or of order ]p~. In the mixed re-
gion, the observables are all complicated functions of the
SUSY parameters, and there are few general statements
to be made.

From this discussion it can be guessed that we can put
the fewest constraints on parameter space if the physics
lies in the Higgsino region, whereas the gaugino region
is more promising for our analysis. Intermediate results
are found in the mixed region. We will see this explicitly
in the case studies in Sec. V.

IV. EVENT SIMUI ATIQN AND BACKCKOUNDS

For this study, chargino events are generated by a sim-
ple parton level Monte Carlo event generator. For a

JVl~q~q ——Mi" ~(e+e m yq~yq ),
(59)

and 6+ is the helicity of y~ . Without factorization the
amplitude consists of up to 108 diagrams, since 3 dia-
grams contribute to the production process and 6 (5) di-
agrams contribute to each hadronic (leptonic) decay. [Of
course, with the assumptions of Sec. II, only 3 (3) dia-
grams contribute substantially to the hadronic (leptonic)
decay. ] Factorization allows us to calculate Mh+& and

separately, which is a great simplification and
considerably improves the eKciency of the event gener-
ator. After calculating these amplitudes, we sum over
internal chargino helicities to get JM, which is then
squared and summed over external helicities to obtain
the total differential cross section. By summing over in-
ternal helicities before squaring, we retain the important
spin correlations between production and decay.

In this study, we ignore eKects due to the Majorana
nature of the y&. Because the yz is a Majorana fermion,
one should in principle include for every Feynman dia-
gram a diagram with the y~ momenta interchanged. In
our Monte Carlo simulation, the momenta are preferen-
tially picked such that the charginos are very nearly on-
shell. The chargino rest frames are boosted with respect
to each other, and most events are produced with the
two LSP's having different momenta. Thus, in almost
all cases, the diagram with interchanged LSP momenta
has chargino momenta that are far out of their narrow
Breit-Wigner peaks and can be ignored.

The event generator was checked in a number of ways.
In the explicit spinor method, Lorentz invariance is not
manifest. We have checked that the total amplitude
squared is invariant under arbitrary Lorentz boosts, and
this provides a powerful check. In addition, the ampli-
tudes must transform into their complex conjugates, up
to a sign, when all helicities are reversed, and this was
verified as well. The production cross section was found
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to agree with the analytic results presented in Sec. III
and with those previously published [5] for many sets
of parameters. The decay amplitudes were also veri-
fied in a number of ways. The differential decay width
dI /dEd cos 0 was found to agree with muon decay in the
appropriate limit, and also with the decay of a "muon"
with V+A coupling. This provides a check of the TV di-
agram and the overall normalization. Finally, the total
decay amplitude, summed over all diagrams, was verified
to reproduce the chargino branching ratio results given
in Ref. [40].

Effects of initial state radiation (ISR) are not included
in our simulation. Hadronization and detector e8'ects are
crudely simulated by smearing quark parton and lepton
energies. The detector resolutions currently available at
the ALEPH detector at LEP are [12]

/E = 80%%uo/v E and cr& /E = 19%/~E,
(60)

where E is in GeV. In the Monte Carlo simulation,
we smear the lepton parton energies by the leptonic
resolution. For the typical energies of our simulation,
the resulting leptonic resolutions are numerically a good
approximation to those that will be achieved for both
muons and electrons by current I EP detectors. We also
smear the hadronic parton energies by the hadronic res-
olution. By doing so, we implicitly assume that the
quark jet energy is measured by the hadronic calorimeter
only. In fact, however, quark jets are detected by a com-
bination of the tracking chamber, the electromagnetic
calorimeter, and the hadronic calorimeter, and, in par-
ticular, the addition of tracking chamber measurements
can improve the jet energy resolution substantially. This
improvement was studied in Ref. [44) for W mass reso-
lution at a v s = 500 GeV e+e collider. For a detector
with energy resolutions o& /E = 50%/~E + 2% and

o~ /E = 10%%uo/ME+ 2%, the resolution of M~, as mea-
sured by the dijet mass, was found to improve by 33'%%uo

from 4.1 GeV to 2.7 GeV when the tracking chamber
measurements were included. Similar studies for the L3
detector at I.EP have shown that when the momentum
measurement &om the central tracking detector is in-
cluded, the resolution for the total energy in hadronic
events improves by about 20%%uo from 9.2 GeV to 7.6 GeV
[45]. To account simply for the improvements Rom track-
ing chamber measurements, we will reduce our resolu-
tions for mzz and E~~ end point determ. inatioris by 25%%uo

by hand in the case studies presented below.
To study the observables presented in Sec. III, we must

find the m~~ and E~~ distributions in 2j + l chargino
events and determine two of the partial cross sections,
including that of the mixed mode. Three of these mea-
surements can be made with Y mode events, the subset of
2j+l events in which the hadrons do not come from a tau
lepton, since the Y mode cross section can be converted
to a mixed mode cross section (under the assumption
that lepton universality holds). It is therefore important
to include realistic cuts that isolate the Y mode chargino
events. We will now show that 2j+l events may be easily
resolved. In Sec. V we will see that the Y mode events in

this sample may be isolated by simply eliminating events
with low invariant hadronic mass.

The 2j + l mode is the most promising for chargino
discovery and has been carefully studied [6—8]. In
Ref. [8] cuts have been designed for the parameters ~s =
175 GeV, p, = —100 GeV, tan P = 2, m ~ = 80 GeV, and
m-0 ——20—60 GeV. These cuts include the following re-
quirements:

(1) The missing transverse moinentum pT is required
to be greater than 10 GeV.

(2) The event must contain an isolated electron. or
muon with a momentum larger than 5 GeV and with
no hadronic activity within 30'.

(3) The squared missing mass m, „;„must be greater
than 4000 GeV .

(4) The hadronic system mass m~~ must be less than
45 GeV.

(5) Under the assumption that the missing momen-
tum in the event is due to a "neutrino, " the mass of
the lepton-"neutrino" system is required to be less than
70 GeV. This removes most TV' events. Actually, one
can do even better than this, since it is possible to allow
for two unobserved massless particles, one an undetected
ISR photon along the beam axis and the other a missing
"neutrino, " and still determine all of the momenta in the
event. In this case, forcing the lepton-"neutrino" invari-
ant mass to be less than 70 GeV removes many WTVpysR
events as well.

As shown in Ref. [8], cuts 1 and 2 reduce the WW
background to 2.8 pb. Cuts 3—5 are speci6cally designed
to reduce this background further. After additionally im-
posing cuts 3, 4, and 5, the TRAV background is reduced
to 180 fb, 17 fb, and 7 fb, respectively. After all cuts,
the other standard model backgrounds contribute only 2
fb. Applying these same cuts to a chargino sample, we
have found that typically the mixed mode is reduced by
about 25—75'%%uo after cut 4, but 40%%uo of these are elim-
inated by cut 5. Although the additional 40%%uo loss in
statistics is not extremely large, typically the signal to
background ratio is greater than or of order 50 after cut
4 and the background is already negligible. Thus, of the
five cuts listed, we will use cuts 1—4 and ignore cut 5 in
our analysis. This leaves the standard model background
at approximately 20 fb.

As we do not include the efFects of hadronization, we
will also require that each 6nal-state quark parton have
energy greater than 5 GeV so that its hadronization prod-
ucts are detected.

In addition to standard model backgrounds, there may
be supersymmetric backgrounds that will need to be dis-
tinguished &om chargino pairs. In particular, as noted
in Sec. II, if charginos are produced, neutralino produc-
tion is almost certainly allowed. It is first worth noting
that the neutralino background is highly suppressed in
a significant portion of parameter space [20]. Neutrali-

nos are produced through a Z annihilation diagram and
t-channel selectron exchange. However, as the Z cou-
ples only to the Higgsino, components of the neutralinos,
neutralino production is suppressed in the gaugino re-
gion unless the selectron mass is low. It may happen,
then, that neutralino production, though kinematically
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allowed, is a negligible background to chargino produc-
tion. For other regions of parameter space, it should
still be possible to separate the neutralino and chargino
events. Production of yzyz is not a significant back-
ground to Y mode chargino events, because these neu-
tralino events produce exactly one isolated charged lep-
ton only when yz -+ yz7r, and one 7 decays leptonically
and the other hadronically. These should be easily distin-
guished &om Y mode chargino events, based on the small
invariant mass of the hadrons. Production of y&y2 may
be problematic if one neutralino decays to gi77 while
the other decays to yzqq, which can lead to an isolated
lepton and an assortment of hadrons. However, even if
the hadrons cannot be resolved into three isolated jets,
kinematics often distinguish these events &om chargino
events, since the total hadronic energy or invariant mass
may exceed what is allowed in yz —+ yzqq. In any case,
the number of these events is usually very small. Both
types of neutralino events may be backgrounds for the
purely leptonic chargino events, and yzyz may also be a
background for the four-jet events. However, neutralino
events do not produce significant numbers of ep events,
nor do they produce l L events with m& &

& m~o —m~o, and
these may therefore be identified as chargino events. As-
suming lepton universality, one can then determine both
the total leptonic and total hadronic cross section &om
chargino pairs.

If cascade decays occur with a substantial branching
&action, they may also make it difBcult to isolate the
chargino signal. Such decays are prominent, for example,
in certain regions with M2 ~p,

~
M~, where the mass

separation between the y& and the yz is large, and where

gory& production may be possible. We assumed in Sec. II
that cascade decays of the chargino itself have a small
branching &action; for points where this is not true our
analysis must be modified. For m~o ) m + the decay ofX2 X1
the yz through a chargino, which then decays to an LSP,
can be prominent, and can be a background to chargino
events. The yz may also undergo cascade decays. To
distinguish these cases, and to isolate the chargino sig-
nal, one should vary the beam energy and make use of
the fact that each signal has a unique energy dependence.
Our Monte Carlo simulation does not include these su-
persymmetric backgrounds, and we have not studied the
effectiveness of changing the beam energy, but we will
assume that an energy scan will allow the separation of
the chargino signal &om cascade decays. In any event, as
the SUSY parameters become roughly known, it is pos-
sible that improved cuts could be devised to efhciently
separate the chargino and neutralino signals.

Approximate knowledge of the SUSY parameters may
also be relevant for the isolation of the chargino signal
&om standard model backgrounds. The most obvious
example is the possibility of a chargino with mass less
than M~, in which case one could work below the TRAV

threshold, dispense with cuts 3—5, and increase the num-
ber of signal events by approximately a factor of 2. How-
ever, for simplicity in this exploratory study, we will use
cuts 1—4 and the requirement on quark energies in all
regions of parameter space.

V. CASE STUl3IES

In this section, we present a number of case studies at
representative points in SUSY parameter space. In Sec.
VA, we discuss the general procedure that will be used
to Gnd the allowed regions of SUSY parameter space.
We also describe the way in which our results will be
presented graphically. In Secs. VB—VE, we consider
points in the gaugino, Higgsino, and mixed regions, and
determine for each case how well the observables may be
measured and what bounds on underlying SUSY param-
eters may be obtained. Throughout Sec. V, we present
results for ~s = 190GeV and an event sample of 1 fb

A. Strategy for Bnding allowed parameter space

After the observables m-+, m&0, O.t q ~, and Bt are+1
measured, one must determine how the SUSY parameter
space is restricted. As the parameter space is six dimen-
sional, it is important to outline a method by which such
restrictions are easily applied and understood.

The dependence of m-+ on only three SUSY param-
XI

eters allows us a simple starting point. First, consider
the three-dimensional space (p, M2, tan P). A point Pin'
this space survives the chargino mass measurement if it
predicts the chargino mass correctly, within experimen-
tal uncertainties. The allowed region is then confined to
two thin sheets which we will label as 8, one with p ( 0
and another with p ) 0. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 14.

To display our results, it will be necessary to plot con-
tours in the allowed region, and it will therefore be con-
vexuent to flatten the two sheets 8 into a plane 7 with
the coordinate transformation

(p, M2, tan p) C 8 M
~

n = arctan, tan p
~

5 7
M2

p

as shown in Fig. 14. Since the sheets are not infinitely
thin, a short segment of points in 8 is projected into every
point in 7 . The far gaugino regions are then transformed
to the areas with n = 0,180, and the far Higgsino
regions now correspond to the region with o. = 90'. The
symmetry p ++ —p for tan p ~ oo implies that, at large
tan P, observables at n are nearly equal to those at 180'—
A.

The allowed region is restricted further by the other
measurements. The LSP mass m-0 is a function of p,Xg
M2, tanP, and Mx, and so the mzo measurement limits
Mq to a certain range. To graphically represent this re-
striction of Mx, or equivalently, Mx/M2, we will do the
following. For a point 'p = (n, tan p) E 7, we Bnd all pa-
rameters (p, M2 ——p tan n, tan P, Mx /M2) such that the
corresponding values of m-+ and m-0 are within the ex-

X$ X1
perimental lixnits. The allowed values of Mx/M2 will lie
in some range (Mx/M, )~;„& M, /M, & (M, /M, )~~„.
To display this range, we will plot contours in 7 of
(Mx/M2);„and (Mx/M2)~~„. If no value for Mx in
the range given in Eq. (18) leads to the correct m-o, the
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m-+
Xg

m~0

&total

p-+

my'
16.4 GeV

79.6 GeV,

39.1 GeV,
1.16B= 3200 fb,
1.00,

0.99,
0.42,
40.5 GeV,

E,, & 55.9GeV.

(63)

0 P

FIG. 14. The m g measurement restricts the
X1

()x, M2, tan P) space to two thin sheets 8, which are
then Battened into the plane 7 with the transformation

(p, M2, tang) + (o, tang), where o. = arctan(M2/p). This
transformation is illustrated schematically here. For large
tanP, observables are symmetric under )J, ~ —p, that is, un-

der n ++ 180' —n.

point 7 is excluded.
In a similar manner, the measurement of

aq & x(p, M2, tan P, m)) will limit the allowed range of m),
and this range can be represented in contour plots of
(m));„and (m)) „.If no value of m) gives the correct
ot t l, p is not allowed. Finally, given 7 and the ranges
of Mq and m& as determined above, the measured value
of B~ restricts mq to a certain range, and we will also
present contours of (m~);„and (m~) „. If no value
of m~ yields the appropriate B~, then the point P' is ex-
eluded. In principle, measurement of AFB may also be
used to limit the allowed region, but we defer discussion
of this observable to the individual case studies below.

The remaining points P = (n, tan p) C 7, for
which there exist parameters (p, M2 —— p, tan o.,
tan p, Mx, m), my) that are consistent with all measure-
ments, form the allowed region. We will plot this region
in the 7 plane. From this plot, the allowed ranges of p-~Xl
and tan P may be quickly determined. The ranges of and
correlations between the other variables may be found
&om the contour plots of their minimum and maximum
allowed values.

B. Gaugino region

The first case we consider is a set of SUSY parameters
in the gaugino region with gaugino mass unification. We
choose

Since m-~ M~, it is not possible to work below the+1
TVTV threshold, and the cuts for 2j+l events described in
Sec. IV are likely to be nearly ideal. Note that the sneu-
trino mass has been taken near the low end of the range.
This value leads to substantial destructive interference
in the production amplitude; higher values for m- would
give considerably larger cross sections.

With an integrated luminosity of 1fb, there are 3203
chargino events, and the Monte Carlo simulation yields
1493 mixed mode events. Some of these events include
hadronically decaying v leptons, but the rest of them are
Y mode events, as defined in Sec. II. In the Monte Carlo
simulation we are left with 1184 Y events, of which 889
(75%) survive the cuts described in Sec. IV. In addition
to these Y mode events, some leptonic mode chargino
events with hadronically decaying v leptons will also pass
the cuts. However, hadrons resulting from 7 decays are
highly collimated with invariant mass less than m . The
mz~ spectrum for the 889 Y events is shown in Fig. 15(a).
Clearly, very few Y mode events have dijet masses con-
sistent with w decays, and Y events should be easily sep-
arated on this basis. We will therefore assume that we
have an event sample of Y events that is virtually free of
background and may be used to determine the values of
chargino event observables.

We may now determine the masses m + and m-o from
1

the end points of dijet mass and energy distributions,
as discussed in Sec. III. These distributions are given
in Fig. 15. We see that finite detector resolution e8'ects
cause the spectra to have tails that exceed the theoretical
limits, but despite this, the end points are fairly sharp.
The m end point almost certainly lies within a 8 GeV
range, and we therefore estimate its 10 error to be 2 GeV.
Similarly, we estimate that the lo. error for the maximum
end point of E~~ is 3 GeV. As noted in Sec. IV, these res-
olutions are expected to improve with the addition of
tracking chaxnber momentum measurexnents [44, 45], and
we therefore take the actual resolutions to -be reduced by
25%%u to Am = 1.5GeV and AE " = 2.3GeV. (In
Sec. VC we will examine the e8ect on our results of in-
creasing these uncertainties. ) We must now propagate
these uncertainties into the determinations of the under-
lying masses. The relevant formulas for the uncertainty
calculations are collected in the Appendix. We find

(p, , M2, tan p, Mx/M2, m;, mq) Lm-+ = 2.5GeV and Lm-0 ——2.2 GeV . (64)

= (—400, 75, 4, 0.5, 200, 300). (62)

With these parameters, o; = 169, and the underlying
values and ranges of the most important quantities are

Equation (64) should read Am-e = 2.7 GeV and Amxo =
2.3 GeV. The analysis below used. the smaller uncertainties.
Fortunately the eRects of this mistake are very minor.
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80—

+ 60

co 4Q

UJ
2Q

o, = ¹q,- l". (65)

indeed holds. ]
We must now determine the uncertainty for measure-

ments of o~. For any mode i, the cross section and frac-
tional uncertainty are

0—
0 20 4Q

Mii (GeV)

I
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(66)
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(b)
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FIG. 15. The dijet (a) mass spectrum and (b) energy
spectrum, after cuts, for the gaugino case (p, Mq, tang, Mi/
M2, m&, m~) = (—400, 75, 4, 0.5, 200, 300) with integrated lu-

minosity 1 fb . In these distributions, hadrons from ~ lepton
decays have not been included. We see that Gnite detector res-
olution eKects cause the spectra to have tails that exceed the
theoretical limits, but despite this, the end points are fairly

sharp. We estimate that the lo. uncertainty of vn . . " is 2 GeV,

and that for E " is 3 GeV. Note that very few events have

dijets with low invariant mass, and it is therefore possible to

distinguish hadrons that result from w decays and those that

result from hadronic chargino decays.

For simplicity, we have assumed that the central values
for end-point measurements are their underlying physi-
cal values. We note also that, although E .'" provides a
useful cross check and may also improve the mass deter-
minations, we will not use it here.

Next we must determine ot t ~ and B~ and the un-
certainties in their measurements. To do this, as dis-
cussed in Sec. III, we must measure at least two of the
thre~ partial cross sections arnixed& Ohadronic~ and Olep&onic.

The partial cross section o. ;„,d is always one of the two
largest, and we will consider this mode in detail. As
noted above, we do not measure 0;,d directly, but
rather o~. Under the assumptions of Sec. II, which im-

Ply lePtoIl univerSalityy 0y — 3 0 0 mixed 5 0 mixe

and ~ = '" d. We will then assume that similar~Y,
' ~rriixe d

errors, in a sense to be defined precisely below, may be
obtained for the hadronic mode. With these assump-
tions, we then find the uncertainties of o& t ~ and B~.
[The consistency of our assumption of lepton univer-
sality may be cheeked by verifying that, for exaInple,
H(yi gi -+ 2j + e) = B(yi yi ~ 2j + p). Further-
more, if additional branching ratios can be measured,
one may determine directly whether lepton universality

where 1V, is the number of i mode events passing the cuts,
g; is the efBciency of the cuts for i mode events, and l.
is the collider luminosity. The number of Y mode events
passing the cuts is 889, so ANy /Ny. = 1/V'Ni ——3.4%.
The efBciency g~ is not known and, in principle, de-

pends on all the SUSY parameters that we are trying
to determine. However, by running Monte Carlo simula-
tions for many points in SUSY parameter space with the
measured m y and m -0 we caIl deterIH. iIle how

X1 Xr
the eKciency varies throughout the allowed parameter
space. We have done this for points in the gaugino, Hig-

gsino, and mixed regions, for both positive and negative

p, various tan P, and (m&, m~) = (100, 150), (200, 300),
and (500, 700), with the sole restriction being that these
points give m + = 80 Gev and m-0 39 GeV. For all of

X$ X1
these cases, the eKciency of the cuts varies only between
70'% and 77%. Thus, the cut efficiency is determined
primarily by kinematics and varies only slightly for fixed
m-~ and m-0. We take the efficiency to be gy. = 73.5%

X$ X1
and its variation to be Eqv. = 3.5%. The uncertainty
in the luminosity, which at LEP I is AC/C = 0.3%, and
which is not expected to increase substantially for I EP II
[46], is much- smaller than the other errors. Substituting
these values into Eq. (66), we find that Ao'1 /0 y. = 5.8%.

Although we do not have specific cuts for the hadronic
and leptonic modes, we will assume that cuts with sim-

ilar g and Lg may be devised for at least one of the
other Inodes. Such an assumption is certainly not to
be taken for granted as the other two modes have large
backgrounds. In the four-jet mode, it may be possible to
reduce backgrounds substantially by demanding that no
pairing of jets yields two dijet masses consistent with M~
or Mz. The leptonic mode is plagued by an irreducible
background from W pair production [7]. As can be seen
from Eq. (66), the best cuts for the purposes of this study

are those that balance uniformity (low "*) with back-

ground suppression and efficiency (low ~ '). It is clear
that detailed studies of cuts for the 4j ancI. 2l events are
necessary for future work in this area. For this study,
however, we will calculate the kactiorial uncertainty in
O.h d, „; assuming that cuts may be devised with values
of g and Ag similar to those obtained in the mixed mode.
It is important to note that significantly worse values of
gh d, „;,need not change our main results dramatically.
We will demonstrate this explicitly in Sec. VC, where
results are presented for lower values of gh d, „; . We will

assume in our case studies that the errors for the leptonic
mode are larger than those for the hadronic mode, and
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so we will use only the mixed and hadronic modes for our
determinations of ot & ~ and B~. In a complete analysis
the leptonic mode should be combined with the others to
further constrain the determinations of oq q ~ and B~.

The Monte Carlo simulation yields 1095 hadronic
mode events. The assumption gh d, „;, —— gy
73.5% implies %had»n, c

——804, and assuming also that
+'ghadronic = 3. 5%) We find that +0hadronic/0'hadronic
5.9%. We may now proceed to determine the uncertain-
ties in o.t t j and B~. Using the formulas in the Appendix,
we find

10
0.45 0.4 0.2 ' 0.2 0.4

(a)

&ot t, i/o'tot i = 5.0% and ABi/Bi = 4.8%. 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5

We have now determined the uncertainties with which
the four observables may be measured and can apply the
strategy outlined in Sec. VA to determine the allowed
region in SUSY parameter space. To recapitulate, the
m ~ measureinent restricts the (p, M2, tanP) space to

Xg
two thin sheets, one with p & 0 and another with p &
0. These sheets are then Hattened into the (n, tanP)
plane, where n is the angle given by tan a = M2/p. The
far gaugino regions are at o. = 0', 180, while the far
Higgsino region lies near o. —90 .

For any given point P in the (n, tanP) plane, we de-
termine values of Mi/M2 that give the measured value
of m-0 within 1o bounds. In general, there will be an al-XI
lowed range for Mi ) 0 and another for Mi ( 0. These
are distinct branches, as there are no symmetries con-
necting positive and negative Mi. For now, let us inves-
tigate the Mi & 0 possibility only.

In Fig. 16 we plot constant contours of the minimum
and maximum allowed values of Mi/M2 in the (n, tan P)
plane. The approximate symmetry p ++ —p for large
tanP is already in evidence at tanP = 10, and the con-
tour lines are approximately independent of tan P above
this value. If no value of Mi/Mq gives the correct mxc,
the point (n, tan P) is excluded, as happens in the small
cross-hatched area in the n ) 90' (p ( 0) mixed re-
gion with tanP = I, where it is not possible to raise
Mi/M2 suKciently to produce the required m-o. For
the areas of the plane that are not excluded, the range
of allowed Mi/M2 values is quite restricted. In the far
gaugino region, the allowed range of Mi/M2 is roughly
0.45 & Mi/M2 & 0.55 and is centered around 0.5, as
expected. In the Higgsino region, for decreasing p +,

Xy '

Mi/M2 drops to zero. This is easily understood, since,
as we approach the far Higgsino region, for which M2 is
large, Mi must remain roughly constant at Mi 40 GeV
to accommodate the neutralino mass m~o 40 GeV. WeX1
also see that, for tanP & 2.5, only values of Mi/M2 less
than 0.6 are allowed.

We now determine the values of m& that give the ob-
served oq q ~ within lo. bounds. In Fig. 17 we plot the
minimum and maximum allowed values of m& for points
in the (n, tanP) plane. In the far gaugino region, the
slepton mass range is 180 GeV & m& + 220 GeV. The
bounds are quite stringent because the cross section is
very sensitive to m„- in the gaugino region, as was shown
in Fig. 10. As one moves from the gaugino region to the
Higgsino region, the cross section for a fixed m& decreases,

1

180 150 120
I

90 60
I

30

FIG. 16. Gaugino example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of Mq/Mq in the (n, tanP) plane,
as defined in Sec. VA. The cross-hatched area in the o. )
90' mixed region with tanP 1 is excluded by the m„-oXI
measurement. The approximate symmetry n ++ 180' —o.

(p ++ —p) for large tan P is already in evidence at tan P = 10.
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FIG. 17. Gaugino example contours for the (a) minimum

and (b) maximum values of m; in the (a, tan p) plane,
defined in Sec. VA. The crass-hatched area in the Higgsino

region is excluded because the measured o t ~ i is too large to
be compatible with any m&.
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and therefore m& increases to compensate. In addition,
the cross sections become less sensitive to m&, and the
uncertainty for the m& determination grows. Finally, at
a certain point, m& cannot be large enough to prevent
the cross section from dipping below the measured value,
and thus the far Higgsino region is excluded. The ot t ~

measurement alone is therefore enough to exclude the
cross-hatched region of the (o., tan P) plane in Fig. 17.

For the remaining allowed regions of the (n, tan P)
plane, we use the determined ranges of Mq and m& to
find the values of m~ that give the correct B~ within lo.
Contours of constant (mz);„and (mz) „are plotted
in Fig. 18, where the ci. ) 90 (p, & 0) gaugino region has
been enlarged. [Similar features are seen in the n & 90
(p, ) 0) gaugino region. ] As one approaches the far gaug-
ino region, the leptonic branching fraction grows for fixed
m~, and the maximum allowed squark mass (m~) „de-
creases. At some point, no squark mass greater than
150 GeV is allowed, and the hatched region is therefore
excluded. Since Bi grows more quickly for large tan P,
as predicted by Eqs. (54) and (56), the excluded region
is larger for high tang. Conversely, if one moves from
the far gaugino region to the gaugino region, B~ drops,
and to stay within the Icr bounds on Bi, (m~);„grows.
At a certain point, no m~ is large enough to accommo-
date the measured Bl, and so the cross-hatched region is
also excluded. The resulting allowed regions are shown
in Fig. 19, where the cross-hatched regions are excluded.

10

't 80 170

FIG. 18. Gaugino example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of m~ in the (n, tan P) plane, . as
defined in Sec. VA. The n & 90' (y, & 0) gaugino region
has been magnified. [Similar features are seen in the n
90 (p ) 0) gaugino region. ] The hatched and cross-hatched
regions are excluded by the B~ measurement: in the hatched
region BI, is too large, and in the cross-hatched region B~ is
too small.
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FIG. 19. The allowed region in the (n, tan P) plane for
the gaugino case study with both signs of Mz allowed. The
hatched regions are excluded by the measurements of m

X1
vn-o, otot ~, and BI,, which confine the allowed region to nar-

row strips in the gaugino region. The dot indicates the un-

derlying value of (n, tan P) for the gaugino case study.

0.97& p + & 1.00,

0.97 & p-o & 1.00,
180 GeV & m; & 225 GeV,

0.43 « 0.58,
Mg

M2
—1TeV & p & —290QeV or 300GeV & p & 1TeV,
63GeV & Mg & 93GeV,

1&tang & 50,
150 GeV & mq & 1 TeV . (68)

To understand the confidence level of these bounds, recall
that the uncertainties in observables we have used are
one standard deviation. The allowed region consists of
all points in parameter space for which the central values
of all observables are within 1o of the underlying physical

We see immediately that the allowed regions lie com-
pletely in the gaugino region. [A subtle point should
be mentioned here. The B~ measurement not only con-
strains the allowed region in the (n, tanP) plane, but
also, for a fixed point in the allowed region, further lim-
its the acceptable values of M~ and mE-. Therefore, the
allowed ranges may be somewhat reduced from those in
Figs. 16 and 17. The eKect is typically small, however,
and so we do not present updated figures for M~ and m&
with the B~ constraint imposed. Nonetheless, the full B~
constraint is included in the results presented below. ]

It is evident from the figures that the four measure-
ments constrain the parameter space significantly, and
the allowed ranges of the SUSY parameters are highly
correlated. It is also useful to determine the global
bounds that may be placed on the various quantities of
interest, independent of their correlations. To determine
the allowed ranges of these quantities, we pick points ran-
domly in the allowed volume, and verify graphically that
enough points have been picked to adequately sample the
region. We find the following global bounds:
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values. Typically, the extremes of the quaritities given in
Eq. (68) are reached in corners of the allowed region for
which more than one of the observables deviates by lo.

These bounds follow from the assumption that Mi ) 0.
For the case of Mq & 0, the resulting bounds are only
very slightly weaker. For general Mi, we find that for the
gaugino region point we have chosen, the global bounds
are

Jj
AFB

0.3—

0.2—

0.1

0 ~

~ ~ o

0.97& p ~ & 1.00,

0.97& p-. & 1.00,
179GeV & m) & 227 GeV,

—0.61« —0.45 or 0.43 « 0.58,
Mg Mi

2 2
—1TeV & p & —290GeV or 300GeV & p & 1TeV,
63 GeV & M2 & 93 GeV,

1 &tanP & 50,
150 GeV & m~ & 1 TeV . (69)

The allowed regions in Fig. 19 are virtually unchanged
when negative Mq is included.

Even though correlations between variables are ig-
nored, the global bounds of Eq. (69) have interesting
implications. The gaugino content has been tightly con-
strained to be greater than 0.9, which supports the LSP
as a dark matter candidate. For the case of M~ ) 0,
the ratio Mi/M2 has been determined to be compati-
ble with grand unification to within approximately 15%.
There is, however, an allowed range of negative Mi. (In
general, it is very difBcult to exclude negative Mq with
the four observables we have explored. ) The bound on
m&- is strong, as a result of the large destructive eKect of
the electron sneutrino on the total cross section. In many
models the sneutrino is the next lightest observable SUSY
particle, and this bound provides an important guide for
future sparticle searches. Finally, tanP is unrestricted,
and there is no global bound on m~ the squark mass
may lie anywhere in the range we have considered. How-
ever, as seen in Fig. 18, at a given point in the (n, tan P)
plane, the bounds on m~ may be quite strong.

We now turn to AFB and AFB, the forward-backward
asymmetries discussed in Sec. III. We remind the reader
that the former, while unobservable, depends only on the
production amplitude, while the latter is observable but
depends on the decay vertices as well. In Fig. 20, we plot

AFB versus AFB for a number of points in the allowed

region. The value of A&& for our case study, measured
from the Y mode events that pass the cuts, is given by the
solid line. Its 1cr deviation, as determined from Eq. (A8),
is given by the dashed lines.

Because the previous four observables have already re-
stricted the allowed region to a small volume in the gaug-

ino region with a light sneutrino, AFB is limited to the

fairly narrow range 0.12 AF& 0.21. As discussed in
x+Sec. III, AFB and ot t ~ are the only production quanti-

ties with much resolving power, so the fact that AF& is
limited to a small range is evidence that we have already
obtained nearly all of the information contained in the

0—
cP

o
0

ooo
0

—0.1
—01 0.1

P
AFB

0.3

FIG. 20. Plot of A.~F~B vs AXFB for several points in the
allowed region of the gaugino case study. The solid line is
the measured AFB from the Monte Carlo simulation, and the
dashed lines give the la uncertainties in this measurement.
Points with p & 0 are given by solid circles, and all points
with p ) 0 (open circles) are seen to be excluded by the A~F~z

measurement. The case study is indicated by a star.

production amplitude.
A

We also see that the correlation between AFB and A&B
is weak, and that AFB lies in a much broad. er range,
—0.06 & AFB & 0.3. Clearly the decay amplitude plays a
crucial role in determining the value of AFB, and the large
variation in AFB is an indication that detailed studies
of chargino decays may improve the bounds on parame-
ter space and tighten the correlations between variables.
By running Monte Carlo simulations for a large number
ef paints that densely populate the allowed region, one
could presumably form a detailed picture of the regions
that may be excluded on the basis of AFB. However, as
our goal in this study is to study chargino events analyt-
ically, we will not discuss this possibility further. Still,
even from our sparse sampling of the allowed region it is
possible to draw some tentative conclusions. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 20, points with positive p have been marked
with open circles, and. those with negative p have been
marked with filled circles. We see that all of the points
with p ) 0 may be excluded based. on the AFB mea-
surement, which suggests that the p ) 0 portion of the
allowed region may be eliminated by the AFB measure-
ment.

C. Variations in ~ and experimental assumptions
M2

We will now briefly explore two simple variations on
the previous case study. In that example, we assumed
gaugino mass unification and saw that it could be ver-
ified to 15% (assuming Mi & 0). In our first variation
below, we take Mi/M2 ——0.7 and find how strongly the
gaugino mass unification condition may be disfavored. In
the second variatian, we determine the impact of mere
pessimistic assumptions about detector resolutions and
backgrounds. As these are only slight variations on the
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previous example, few new features appear in the anal-
ysis, and we will only present a few intermed. iate results
and the final conclusions.

We begin by taking the parameters

(p, , M2, tan P, Mi/M2, m;, mp)

= (—400, 75, 4, 0.7, 200, 300), (70)

where the only change from the previous example is that
we choose Mi/M2 ——0.7. Many of the basic quantities
remain the same, but we list them all for convenience:

m-~ = 79.6GeV,
mxo ——53.8 GeV,

~t g ( ——1.16' = 3202 fb,
p„-+ = 1.00,X1 71
pxo

——0.99,
Bi ——0.40,

m~~ & 25.7 GeV,
11.7GeV ( E~~ & 39.9GeV .

Of the 3203 chargino events, the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation yields 1528 mixed mod. e events. 1210 of these
are Y' mode events, and 715 (59%%up) of these survive the
cuts. Because the LSP is heavier, the ranges of the dijet
mass and energy are smaller than in the original example.
From plots of the dijet mass and energy distributions sim-
ilar to those previously presented, we estimate that both
m " and E. - " may be determined to 2 GeV. Including
the 25% reduction in these uncertainties &om the track-
ing chamber measurements, we find [&om Eqs. (Al) and
(A2)] that the chargino and LSP masses are determined
to

+~h dr ani o/Oeh droaie n= 20 3%&
&ortot i/~tot 1 = 5 9%

ABi/Bi = 12.2% .
(75)

Because we have assumed a low qh g, „;„the uncertain-
ties in oh g, „;, and B~ are large. However, the uncer-
tainty in ot~t~~ is not strongly affected because 1 —2Bt is
small for this case study [see Eq. (A4)j.

The analysis is identical to the previous example, so
we skip the intermediate steps and present the end result.
In the allowed region with both positive and negative Mi
values, the bounds on selected quantities are

The bounds on Mi/M2 disfavor the gaugino mass unifica-
tion hypothesis. The other conclusions and bounds are
slightly weakened relative to the original gaugino case
study, but we still obtain strong bounds on m& and find
that the allowed region lies primarily in the gaugino re-
gion.

We now study the eKects of varying our experimental
assumptions. In the analysis above we have attempted
to estimate the eKects of finite detector resolutions and
of backgrounds in the hadronic mode. Detailed studies
and simulations are needed to significantly improve the
accuracy of these estimates. We will show here, however,
that most of the global bounds presented in the previous
section are robust and are not altered greatly by assum-
ing poorer experimental conditions. First, we modify the
case study of Sec. V B by assuming that the backgrounds
to the hadronic mode are very large, and that the opti-
mal cuts have an efficiency qh d, „;,= 18'%, which is 1/4
of the value we took previously. We retain the estimate
Ag = 3.5%. The uncertainties in m + and m-o remain

X1 X1
the same, but we now find.

Lm-~ = 2.9GeV and Lmxo ——2.0GeV . (72)

0.78& p + & 1.00,
0.84& p-0 & 1.00,

175 GeV (m& & 233 GeV,

—1.00 & ( —0.38 or 0.60 ( & 1.00,
Mg Mi
Mg M2

—1 TeV & p ( —188 GeV or 230 GeV ( p & 1 TeV,
54 GeV & M & 119GeV,

1&tanP & 50,
150GeV & m~ & 1TeV . (74)

The efBciency g~ is found, as in the previous example,
by running Monte Carlo simulations for a large number
of points in SUSY parameter space with the correct m-+

X1
and m-0. We find once again that the eKciency is prin-
cipally determined by kinematics and lies in the range
54—62%. We take i7y = 58'% and A~ = 4%, and as-
sume similar values for the hadronic mode. Applying
Eqs. (66) and (A4) we find the uncertainties

&o totai/~totai ——6.6% and &Bi/Bi = 6.4%.

We now apply these measurements to the SUSY pa-
rameter space. By randomly sampling SUSY parameter
space with both signs of M~, we have found. the following
bounds in the allowed region:

0.88 & p-+ ( 1.00,

0.94 ( pxo ( 1.00,

176 GeV & m& & 231 GeV,

—1.00 « —0.30 or 0.42 « 0.80.Mi Ml
M2 Mg

Lm-+ = 6.7GeVXl and Qm -0 = 5.8 GeV .

The resulting bounds are

We see that the bounds are for the most part only slightly
weakened, with the exception that the upper bound on
positive Mi/M2 is now 0.8, and the lower bound on neg-
ative Mi/Mq is —1.0.

We have also investigated the implications of doubling
the estimated uncertainties on the dijet mass and en-
ergy end-point determinations. In this variation, we take
Am- " = 4.0GeV and LE . " = 6.0GeV. In addi-
tion, we assume no improvement from tracking chamber
measurements, and retain the "poor" hadronic mode ef-
ficiency of gh d, „;, = 18'%%uo. The uncertainties in ato«i
and Bi are as in Eq. (75), and the new uncertainties in
m ~ and m-0 are

X$ X1
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tative points with m-~ = 80GeV and mxo 62GeV,
X1 X1

and find that the cut eKciencies are fairly uniform and
in the range of 26—34%. We take the eKciency to be
~ = 30% and its variation to be Gray = 4%%uo. Combin-
ing these uncertainties as in the gaugino case, we fi.nd
that Aery. /o~ = 15%. Finally, we will assume that the
formulas in Eq. (A4) using the hadronic cross section are
the ones with the smallest uncertainties. There are 1057
hadronic mode events in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Again taking the assumption that gh g, „;, g~ and
+'ghadronic ~ +'gYI We find +Ohadronic/Ohadronic 14%&
and, &om Eq. (A4),

Aototai/ototai = 11% and AB)/Bi = 14% . (82)

%'e may now use these four measurements to find the
allowed parameter space. As in the gaugino example,
m-+ limits us to two thin sheets in (p, M2, tang) space,X1
and these are flattened into the plane (n, tan P). We then
determine the allowed region as in the gaugino case by
applying the bounds on m-o, 0.&~t~~, and B~ to determine
ranges of Mq, m& and mz for every point in the plane.
We will proceed as in the gaugino region case, first con-
sidering only Mz & 0, and then including the possibility
Mq & 0 in the final determination of the allowed region.

The allowed range of Mq/M2 from the m-o measure-
ment is shown in Fig. 22. As in Fig. 16 of the gaug-
ino example, a portion of the low tanP, p ( 0, mixed
region is excluded, and the allowed ratio drops to zero

in the far Higgsino region. Relative to the gaugino ex-
ample, however, the central value of the allowed range
of Mq/M2 is increased in the gaugino region because
now m. -c/m-+ = 0.78. The gaugino regions, in whichX1 X1
p +, p-0 ) 0.9, can be determined to lie within the re-

1

gions o; ) 135 and o. ( 30'. From Fig. 22 we see that
Mi /M2 + 0.55 in the gaugino region, and therefore, even
including experimental uncertainties in the mass deter-
minations, it is possible from measurements of m + and

X1
m-o to determine that either the I SP is not a good darkX1
matter candidate or the grand unification prediction of
Mq/M2 ——0.5 is not satisfied.

The m& bounds from ot~q~~ are shown in Fig. 23. The
bounds in the gaugino region are again strong, as O.t t ~

is sensitive to m& in that region. We see that if the un-
derlying parameters lie in the gaugino region, the bound
m& & 250 GeV applies, a promising result for scalar par-
ticle searches. The limits near o. = 90 are not as strong,
which is hardly surprising, since in the Higgsino region
ot t ~ is highly insensitive to m&.

The bounds on mz from B~ are presented in Fig. 24,
where we have magnified two regions of parameter space
that may be excluded based on the B~ measurement.
As we saw in Sec. IIIF, there is generically a pocket of
small Bi in the mixed p ( 0 region for moderate tanP.
In the cross-hatched, crescent-shaped excluded region in
Fig. 24(a), Bi would be much smaller than the observed
measurement of 0.34 even for the largest values of mq.
In Fig. 24(b), we see that the hatched far gaugino region
is excluded because B~ would be too high, even for the
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FIG. 22. Higgsino example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of Mq/M2. In (b), two Mr/M2 =
0.8 contours have been removed from the Higgsino region for
clarity. The cross-hatched area in the n ) 90' mixed region
with tang 1 is excluded by the m-c measurement alone.+1

FIG. 23. Higgsino example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of m&. Stringent bounds are found in
the gaugino region, but no limits are obtained in the Higgsino
region.
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FIG. 25. The allowed region in the (o., tanP) plane for
the Higgsino case study, with both signs of Mz allowed. The
cross-hatched regions are excluded by the measurements of
m ~, m-o, o.t t ~, and B'~. The dot indicates the value of

(o, tan P) for the case study.

175
l

170 165 160

lowest allowed value of m~. For tanP = 1, this excluded
region is for cr ) 177' (p, & —1.5 TeV), a region that is al-
ready disfavored by fine-tuning considerations. However,
for larger tan P, as discussed in Sec. III F, Bi grows more
quickly as one approaches the far gaugino limit. The ex-
cluded region is therefore larger for higher tan P, and, for
tanP = 10, points with cr ) 170 (p, & —450 GeV) are
excluded.

Compiling these results, along with those for M~ ( 0,
we find that the allowed regions are as given 'n Fig. 25.
Although we have seen that a number of interesting cor-
relations hold, it is clear that the global bounds will not
be as impressive as in the gaugino case. Nevertheless, we
present them here for completeness:

0.00& p ~ ( 1.00,

0.01 ( p~o & 1.00,
100GeV & m; & 1 TeV,

—1.00 « —0.03 or 0.10 « 0.99,
Mg Mg

M2 M2
—870GeV ( p & —65 GeV or 79GeV ( p & 1TeV,

62Gev&M, &1Tev,
1&tanP & 50,

150 GeV & m~ & 1TeV . (sa

In Fig. 26 we plot AF& versus A&B for a number of

FIG. 24. Higgsino example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of m~. Two areas in the o ) 90'
(p, & 0) gaugino region has been magnified. The cross-hatched
region of (a) and the hatched region of (b) have Bi values that
are too low and too high, respectively, and are excluded.

points in the allowed region. The solid line is the mea-

sured value of A&&, and the dashed lines are the lo
bounds. Although the points only sparsely sample the
allowed region, it is evident that the relation between

x+ 23the production quantity AFB and the observed AFB zs

heavily dependent on the decay process, and in fact, for

the measured ApB, the full range of AFB values xs poss
ble. Without densely sampling the allowed region, it is

diKcult to reach any clear conclusions about the specific
shape of the regions excluded by AFB, but it is likely that
properties of the decay process will be useful in further
reducing the allowed parameter space.

E. Mixed region

Finally we turn to an example in the mixed region
with parameters

0.4
~ ~

~ ~

0.2

jj
AFB

0

AFB

FIG. 26. Plot of AFB vs AzB for several points in the
allowed region of the Higgsino case study. The solid line is
the measured A&B from the Monte Carlo simulation, and the
dashed lines give the lo uncertainties in this measurement.
The case study is indicated by a star.
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(p, M2, tan P, Mi/M2, mi, mq) 2.3GeV. The resulting uncertainties for m + and m-0
X1 Xl

are

= (—90, 115,4, 0.5, 200, 300), (84) Am + = 3.3GeV and Lm-0 ——2.7GeV .
X1 X1 (86)

for which o. = 128 and

m
X1

mxo
O total

p-+
~x',
Bi

mjj
12.6 GeV

80.3 GeV,
52.8 GeV,
0.75B = 2070 fb,
0.64,
0.60,
0.32,
27.6 GeV,
E~.~ ( 41.4GeV .

(85)

This point in parameter space has been chosen to give the
same m-+ as in the previous cases, and a value of p that is

X1
between those of the earlier examples. For this point, the
mass spectrum of the charginos and neutralinos has two
features not present in the previous two cases. The sec-
ond neutralino has mass m-0 ——76.6 GeV, and is there-
fore lighter than the lighter chargino. This means that
cascade decays of the chargino are kinematically possible.
However, as m-+ —m-0 )) m-+ —m-o, and direct decays

X1 X2
are not suppressed by any small couplings in the mixed
region, cascade decays are highly suppressed relative to
direct decays to the I.SP, and we do not expect them to
alter our analysis. The second new feature is that, since
neither M2 nor p is large, even y3 is light with mass
119 GeV. Thus, in this case not only are yzyz and yzy2
production possible, but even y&y3 production is pos-
sible. The simultaneous production of all these signals
may make chargino production diKcult to resolve. How-
ever, we may remove part of this background by reducing
the beam energy below the yzy3 production threshold.
In this study we will assume that yz production can be
separated &om chargino production through this proce-
dure, and we will ignore the effects of y& production as
a background to chargino events. Despite possible dif-
6culties from an entanglement of many supersymmetric
signals, it should be kept in mind that every signal brings
a wealth of new information, and generically the mixed
region is the most, not the least, optimistic scenario. Al-
though we will consider only the constraints that may
be extracted from the chargino signal, the neutralino sig-
nals will lead to additional restrictions that should be
imposed on the parameter space, and the full set of con-
straints &om I EP II will most likely be stronger than
our results would suggest.

In arriving at bounds for the more interesting quanti-
ties, we will skip many details as the method is identical
to that employed in the previous cases. Given a sample
of 1fb, there are 2072 events of which 907 are mixed
mode events. Of these, 741 are Y mode events, and 444
(60%) of these survive the cuts of Sec. IV.

Prom plots of the distributions of m~~ and E~~, we
estimate the end-point uncertainties to be 3 GeV for
m--" and 2 GeV for E. ". Again assuming that track-
ing chamber measurements reduce these uncertainties by
25%, we find that Am " = 1.5GeV and b.E
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FIG. 27. Mixed example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of Mt/M2. The cross-hatched area
in the inixed region with tanP 1 is excluded by the m-o

X1
measurement alone.

To determine the uncertainties in the determinations
of 0'«tai and Bi, we must first determine 4o'y/oy from
Eq. (65). With 444 Y mode events, the statistical uncer-
tainty is ANy/Ky = 4.7%. The efficiencies of the cuts
for a wide range of representative points in SUSY param-
eter space, subject only to the restriction m + = 80 GeV
and mzo --53 GeV, range from 54 to 62%, and we there-

X1
fore take the efficiency to be rIy = 58% and its varia-
tion to be ArIy = 4%. Combining these uncertainties,
we find that Eery/oy = 8.4%%uo. There are 975 Monte
Carlo hadronic mode events before cuts, and again tak-
ing g and Lg to be approximately equal for the Y and
hadronic modes, we find Aohag, o„;,/o'i, ad, „;, ——8.1'%%uo.

Using Eq. (A4) we determine that

Gert t i/o't t i = 6.1% and ABi/BI = 7.9% (87)

Given these ranges for the four observables, we may
now bound the parameter space. The allowed range of
Mi/M2 is shown in Fig. 27. In the gaugino region, the
minimum value of Mi/Mq is roughly 0.5; though values
of Mi/M2 ) 0.5 are favored, the prediction of grand
unifj. ed theories cannot be excluded. As in the previous
two examples, a small p ( 0, tanP —1 region is ruled
out.

The m& bounds &om ot t ~ are shown in Fig. 28. For
this example atilt~~ lies helot the value of ot~t~~ ap-
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FIG. 29. The allowed region in the (o., tan P) plane for the
mixed region case study with both signs of MI allowed. The
cross-hatched regions are excluded by the measurements of
m y, m„-o, crt ~ ~, and B~, and the dot indicates the value of
(n, tan P) for the case study.
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FIG. 28. Mixed example contours for the (a) minimum
and (b) maximum values of mf. The cross-hatched area in
the Higgsino region has ut t ~ values that are higher than that
measured and is excluded. In this case, an upper bound on
m& may be obtained from the o«&~& measurement alone.

proached in the pure Higgsino limit, as may be seen
from Eq. (36) or Fig. 10. Thus, not only is some of the
Higgsino region excluded, but also we obtain, from the
0 t t j measurement alone, an upper bound on m&. For
tanP ) 4 we see that the low value of ot q ~ gives the
bound m& & 250 GeV.

Because B~ is approximately 3 as it was in the Higgsino
example, the bounds on m~ are fairly similar to those
obtained in Fig. 24, so we will not present the (m~)
and (mq)~s„contours for this case study. It is again
possible to rule out a crescent-shaped region in which
B~ is too small, and the far gaugino region in which B~
is too large. The allowed region for the mixed region
case study, considering both negative and positive M»,
is given in Fig. 29. By randomly sampling the allowed
region, we find the following global bounds:

0.4

0.2
e ~

AFB
jj

0

~ ~

~ o+ p

Again, the correlations among the various parameters are
not represented in these limits. As already noted from
Fig. 28, we see that the sneutrino mass bound is very
stringent, with a maximum value of 257 GeV, as in the
gaugino case. The other global bounds are weak.

Finally, we plot A&B versus A&B for a few points in the
allowed region in Fig. 30. As in the previous figures, the
solid line is the measured value of A~F~B, and the dashed
lines are the lo bounds. Although definite conclusions
would require a more thorough sampling of the allowed
region, Fig. 30 suggests that the point we have picked
has an extreme value of A&B, and could therefore be dis-
tinguished from most other points in the allowed region
by decay process considerations.

0.05& p + & 1.00,
0.01 & 0-0 & 1.00,

100GeV & m)- & 257GeV,

—1.00 « —0.12 or 0.16 « 1.00,
M» M»

M2 M2
—339 GeV & p & —52 GeV or 85 GeV & p & 355 GeV,

51 GeV & M2 & 500 GeV,
1(tanP ( 50,

150 GeV & 7Dq & 1 TeV

—0.2

-0.2
x~

AFB

I

0.2

FIG. 30. Plot of A&B vs A&~B for several points in the
allowed region of the mixed region case study. The solid line is
the measured A&& from the Monte Carlo simulation, and the
dashed lines give the lo. uncertainties in this measurement.
The specific parameters chosen for the case study lie at an
extreme value of A&B and indicate that this measurement
may be able to reduce the allowed region substantially. The
case study is indicated by a star.
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VI. FINAL COMMENTS AND SUMMARY

We have explored the potential for precise determi-
nations of fundamental SUSY parameters &om chargino
production at LEP II. We have found that chargino
events can be well described by six underlying SUSY pa-
rameters: p, M2, tanP, Mi, m&, and rn~ A. number of
observables were investigated, and four —the chargino
mass, the LSP mass, the total cross section, and the lep-
tonic branching fraction were found to be particularly
useful in most areas of parameter space. These four ob-
servables, with their accompanying uncertainties, were
used to restrict the allowed SUSY parameter space for
representative points in the gaugino, Higgsino, and mixed
regions, and a simple method for representing the results
graphically was used.

In the gaugino region, we found stringent global
bounds on SUSY parameters. In particular, p-o was re-+1
stricted. to ranges in which the LSP is a good dark matter
candidate, the gaugino mass unification condition could
be verified or disproved at the level of 15'Fo, and an up-
per limit for the sneutrino mass could be obtained for
an underlying value of m- = 200GeV. We also found
that the results for p&o and m- were not altered sub-
stantially when significantly worse experimental condi-
tions were assumed. In the Higgsino case study, strin-
gent global bounds were not found for any of the com-
binations of SUSY parameters. However, a number of
interesting correlations were found, making it possible,
for example, to exclude the grand unification condition
Mi/M2 ——0.5 in the gaugino region. In the mixed region
example, results similar to those for the Higgsino region
were achieved, with the exception that it was once again
possible to set a stringent global upper bound on m-.

In this study, we have only crudely simulated chargino
events and detector effects. Although we have shown
that, at least in some cases, our results are not very sen-
sitive to the exact experimental assumptions, detailed
event simulations and detector modeling would sharpen
our results. Other work that may improve the results

obtained here includes a study of chargino production
at threshold [39], where chargino decays are more easily
analyzed, and investigations of other SUSY processes,
notably neutralino production, which may provide useful
constraints in some regions of SUSY parameter space.

In summary, our results imply that if charginos are dis-
covered at LEP II, they not only will bring the first ex-
perimental evidence for SUSY, but also will significantly
restrict SUSY parameter space and may provide bounds
on SUSY parameters of relevance to cosmology, grand
unified theories, and future sparticle searches.
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APPENDIX: UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

In this appendix we collect the various formulas for cal-
culating uncertainties needed in the preceding sections.

The chargino and LSP masses determine the maximum
and minimum dijet energies, E - and E '", and the
maximum dijet mass, m- . Thus, if two of these three
end points are measured, one can determine m + and

X1
m~o ~

1
In terms of m. " and either one of the energy end

32
points E = E or E. '", the masses m + and m -o

X1 X1
are given by

max 2E Ei, + (m. ".
) + E 4E2 —4EO E. . —m2.

max p X m22 22 22 22 b

(A1)

(inmax EO ) ~ + (~max Eo ) irimax4

Lm+=
X1

and similarly for Lm~™o.X1

(A2)

where Ei, is the beam energy. [For Ei, ( (m ~ +
X1

m, )/2m-o, E " = Eb —m-o, so the formulas are triv-
X1 X1 X1

ial. ] The uncertainties in the mass determinations are
given simply by adding the end-point uncertainties in
quadrature:

mixed + 20 hadronic j0 total—
4hadronic

0 mixed
)O mixed + 2O hadronic

(A3)

and their fractional uncertainties are given by

To calculate crt t ~ and B~, one must measure at least
two partial cross sections. If one has measured the mixed
and hadronic partial cross sections o;,d and oh d, „;c,
the total cross section and leptonic branching fraction are
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, j(&~;..dl= 4a,'
( O totai ) ( &mixed )

+(1 —2Bi)
&hadronic

2

2 2

x
j

+(b'O'mixed l (&&ieptonic

&mixed ) ( &leptonic )
(A6)

and

2
(O mixed + ~~rieptonic)

&total = )4O leptonic

2O leptonicBl —
22leptonic + 0 mixed

(A5)

2 2

x
j + j

~ + rmixed ) f +Ohadronic ~

&mixed ) ( +hadronic )
(A4)

If 0;„,d and ol pt „,, are measured instead,

If all three partial cross sections are measured. , they may
all be used to improve the determinations of ot t l and
Bt. In this study, the Y mode partial cross section is
measured instead of the mixed mode. After lepton uni-
versality is verified, u;„,d ——4o~, and. one can simply
replace o. ;„,d by o.y- in the above formulas.

Finally, we must calculate the uncertainty of AFB. The
forward-backward asymmetry is AFB ——2p —1, where p is
the fraction of events in the forward hemisphere, and the
standard error of an estimate of a population proportion
1S

where N is the number of samples. The la uncertainty
in the measurement of AFB is therefore given by

2

~rleptonic ) 0 (AFB) = 20 (p) = I —(A" )'
N
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